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During the grant period from August 1, 1994 to October 31, 1995 we have continued to
investigate the effects of plasma wave instabilities on the early stage plasmaspheric refilling. Since
ion beams are the primary feature of the interhemispheric plasma flows during the early stage
refilling, ion-beam driven instabilities and associated waves are of primary interest. The major
findings of this research are briefly summarized here. Aider a systematic examination of the
relevant plasma instabilities, we realized that when the interhemispheric plasma flows begin to
interpenetrate at the equator, the most relevant plasma instability is the electrostatic ion cyclotron
wave instability. Only at later stages the ion-acoustic instability may be affecting the plasma flow.
An interesting property of the electrostatic ion cyclotron wave is that it heats ions perpendicular
to the magnetic field. When the ions in the field-aligned flows are transversely heated, they are
trapped in the magnetic flux tube, thus affecting the refilling process.
The eic wave instability is a microprocess with scale length of the order of ion Larmor
radius and the corresponding time scale is the ion cyclotron period. On the other hand, the
refilling is a mesoscale process. The coupling of micro- and mesoscale plasma processes in space
plasma transport has remained an unsolved challenging problem in space physics. We have
attempted to tackle this problem for the plasmaspheric refilling by incorporating the effects of eic
wave instability on the mesoscale plasma flow when the properties of the latter exceeds the critical
(marginal) conditions for the former. We have incorporated the eic wave effects in a mesoscale
semikinetic model, which is based on a one-dimensional particle-in-cell code for the
interhemispheric plasma flow along closed magnetic field lines.
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We have comparedthe results on refilling from the model with and without the eic
instability effects. The model with eic instability reveals that when the interpenetrating ion beams
drive eic waves in the equatorial region the perpendicularly heated ions spread all over the flux
tube creating two distinct ion populations consisting of (1) counterstreaming field-aligned ion
beams, and (2) warm anisotropic ions with pitch angle distribution peaking at 90 °. The latter
population is highly anisotropic at the equator and its ions have energies up to a few tens of eV.
Such equatorially trapped ion population has been measured by satellites [Olsen, 1981; Olsen et
al, 1987]. However, most explanations for the generation of this ion population involve external
waves driven by the hot protons of the magnetospheric origin. Since hot protons drive fast waves
which do not resonate with the cold ions in the interhemispheric flow, there is a difficulty with
such an explanation. In the model presented here the eic waves affecting the perpendicular ion
heating are generated by the interhemispheric plasma flows themselves. The eic waves facilitate in
transferring the parallel energy in the flow into perpendicular energy. The forerunner ions in the
expanding ionospheric plasma during the early stage of the interhemispheric flow after a
geomagnetic storm have sufficiently large parallel energies to produce the trapped ions having
energies up to a few tens ofeV.
The results from our model also explains the observation that the warm anisotropic
population with pitch angle distribution peaking at 90 ° is not limited to the equatorial region, but
it extends to off-equatorial regions at large geomagnetic latitudes. Sojka et al [1983] have
reported simultaneous measurements of different ion populations in off-equatorial regions on flux
tubes undergoing refilling. These populations typically include (1) a thermal isotropic ion
population with a few eV energy, (2) field-aligned flows with double or single streams, and (3)
warm anisotropic ions with pitch angle distributions peaking at 90 °. Our present model with eic
waves yields the latter two populations. In order to produce the thermal isotropic population, we
need to further extend our semikinetic model to include Coulomb collisions. We hope to continue
this effort if the research grant is continued.
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Numerical simulation of filling a magnetic flux tube with a cold
plasma: Anomalous plasma effects
Nagendra Singh and W. C. Leung
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering and Center for Space Piasma and Aeronomic Research
UniversityofAlabamainHuntsville
Abstract. Large-scale models of plasmaspheric refilling have revealed that during the early
stage of the refilling counterstreaming ion beams are a common feature. However, the
instability of such ion beams and its effect on refilling remain unexplored. The difficulty with
investigating the effect of ion-beam-driven instability on refilling is that the instability and the
associated processes are so small-scale that they cannot be resolved in large-scale models.
Typically, the instabilities have scale lengths of a few tens of plasma Debye length, which is a
few meters at the most, and the spatial resolution in large-scale models is at least several tens of
kilometers. Correspondingly, the temporal scale of the instability is by several orders of
magnitude smaller than the temporal resolution afforded by the models. In order to learn the
basic effects of ion beam instabilities on refilling, we have performed numerical simulations of
the refilling of an artificial magnetic flux tube. The shape and size of the tube are assumed so
that the essential features of the refilling problem are kept in the simulation and at the same
time the small-scale processes driven by the ion beams are sufficiently resolved We have also
studied the effect of commonly found equatorially trapped warm and/or hot plasma on the
filling of a flux tube with a cold plasma. When the warm and/or hot plasma consists of
anisotropic ions and isotropic electrons, the potential barrier set up by this plasma has a drastic
effect on the flow of the cold ion beams, and hence on the filling. Three types of simulation
runs have been performed. In run 1 we have only a cold plasma and we treat ions kinetically
and electrons are assumed to obey. the Boltzmarm law. In run 2 both electrons and ions in the
cold plasma are treated kineticaUy. Run 3 is similar to run 2, but it includes an equatorially
trapped plasma population as mentioned above. A comparison between the results from run 1
and run 2 reveals that in the latter type of simulation electron-ion (e-i) and ion-ion (i-i)
instabilities occur and significantly modify the evolution of the plasma density distributions in
the flux tube along with the total plasma content. When the electron dynamics is simplified by
the assumption of the Boltzmann law, both the electron-ion and ion-ion instabilities are
inhibited. On the other hand. when electrons are treated kinetic, ally, the e-i instability occurs at
an early stage when ion beams are too fast to excite the i-i instability. The former instabiliD,
heats the electrons so that conditions for the latter instability are eventually met. The i-i
instability and its nonlinear evolution creates potential structures which significantly modify.
the filling process. In run 2 filling is enhanced over run 1 due to the trapping of the plasma in
the potential structures. Run 3 with the equatorially trapped plasma consisting of hot
amsotropic ions and warm isotropic electrons shows that the difference in the thermal
amsotropy between electrons and ions generates electrostatic shocks in the flow of the initially
fast ion beams. The propagating shocks yield extended potential structure in the flux tube. The
trapping of plasma in the potential structure further enhances the filling in run 3 over that seen
in run 2.
1. Introduction
An outstanding problem in space plasma transport is the
coupling of microscale and mesoscale processes. An interesting
example of this problem is the early stage refilling of the outer
plasrrtaspheric flux tubes after geomagnetic storms. The plasma
evacuation from the flux tubes for ma_etic shell L > 3 during
the disturbed times creates pressure gradients between the
ionosphere and the equatorial region, driving highly supersonic
ion beams in the interhenuspheric plasma flow. The
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counterstreammg ion beams should be able to drive instabilities
and affect the plasma flow and hence the refilling process.
The rendered theoretical effort on plasmasphcaac refilling
during the last !0 years or so has been primarily on large-scale
modeling usang hydrodynamic [Kha,zanov et al.. 1984; Singh et
al.. 1986; Ra.tmu._en and Schunk, 1982; Singh. 1988, 1990,
1991a; Guiter and Gomb_i. 1990; Singh and Chan, 1992] and
semikincti¢ [Wi/son et al.. 1992; Lm et aL. 1992] treatments.
The temporal and spatial resoluuonn afforded by the model arc
generallytoocrudetoincludethe macroscopiceft'octs. Driven
bytheideathatinterpenetratingonbeams may generateshocks
duxing refilling [Banks et al., 1971], the physics of shock
formation has been studied using small.scale _(tmulauous [Singh
and Schunk, 1983; Singh et al., 1986; Singh, 1988; Smgh and
Chart, 1992]. More reeendy some anomalous effects m terms of
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traxLsverse 1on heating aria scanmang of ions have been mdud_
m the theoreucai stumes of the rcfLllmg problem, but thcae
effects are not d.trectlv driven by the mn beams. Instead _t _._
hypothesizcxi that the he,sung and seattermg is caused bv waves
generated by a hot plasma trapped m the equatonal region
[Singh el al., 1982; Singn al_ tiwang, I987. Singh a,d To_.
1990, Smgh, 1991 b; Smgn and Cimn. 1992; Linet al., 19921
The mare pu.r!:mse of ttUS p..uDcr :s to study the eff_', of Ion-
beam-driven waves on the fiJim__ ot a mamacuc flux tube v, am
plasma flowing into it fi-om its ends. as schematacaily shown m
Figure la. Since we wish to resolve the rmcroprocesscs
associated wtth the mstabiiltv cau.w.d by the mn beams, we
cannot mode;, an enure Nasmaspnenc flux tube. "Fnerefore _'e
pert0rm the su.tdy bv means of numerical stmulauons of piasn',a
flow in an artificial flux tube, _hich has the essential feature of
magnetic minors. Owing to the limited size of the flux tube
included in the simulation, results presented here illustrate the
basic properties of the ion-beam-driven instabilities, their effec_
on the plasma flow and the accumulauon of the plasma m the
tube. Thc_c results cannot be quamitauveiy applied to a
ptasmasphenc flux tube., but the basic ideas found here are
almltcable and the quesuon Is rmsea as to nov,, to include m='m
m the targe-scaie rcfillmg modc!s, iiowever, no aac-rnvt h.zs,-
been made to answer dus quesuon m tins paper.
The basic ide_..,._ fouild (tom the sunulatmn on ran-beam-
driven mstabiliues are as follows. When the smmlation ts
pea'formed by treaung ions kmeucally told electrons bv stmpty
assumin 8 that they. obey the Boltzmann law _nm 1), the ion-
_-dnven _bilities are not found because the beams are
too fast to exciu: the _ves m a one-dunensmnal plasma. On
the other hand m run 2, in wluch electrons are also treated
klnetically, the fast ion beams dunng the earn stage of the
evolution of the plasma m the flux tube drive electron-ion
m_bility. [Fu/ita et aL, 1977, Sing& 1978]. "I'ms mstabilirv
contributes to the heating of electrons m con.mncuon with the
electron cnergtzauon m ub.e seif-.conststem potenual
dis'tnbutions resulung from counmrstreanung plasma expansio:1,.
This heating increases the mn a_usuc sr_ea m the masma ar.d
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(a) Geometry of Uie s_muiauon: me maenetic llu::Figure 1.
tutm and the t_o pmsma reservmrs at ti_e ends ol me tu_ a:.:
snovcn. The flux tube fibs v,ath masma when me plasmas iro=l
the reservoirs exDanct into V,. (b) Ma_,_net_c ficid dism0uuon ::,
the flux tube- the mu-ror ratio ts "
merebv the iniually fast ion beams eventually become slow
enough relauve to the ion aconsUc speed to drive the ion-ion
instability., which is found to be very effective m coup/tug
counterstreammg ion beanas and in trapping of plasma m the
t'mx tube, especially m its outer regions away from the eent:al
rmmmum rnagnetic field (Figure lb) Comparing the results
from the stmuiauons ,,,,ath and without the kinetic treatmeat of
tim electron& we found that m the former sunulalaon the filling
of the flux tu_ is enhanc_ du_ to the trapping of plasma ill the
poumtial sla'tumares set up by the ioo-ion _ility. The
instability also drives electrostatic shocks and dislrilxaes the
plasma in the flux tube quite diffca_ntly from that in the
sunulauon with the simplified electr_a _mmics. F_
thisinstability, oommls the influx of ions intothe central regi_
of the flux tube, and thereby the d.vm_mics of the pot_ti_l
smumm_ including the electrostatic shocks in the ce_sl
region.
We further exumd this study,by. including a hot plasma
population trapped in the central regmn of the flux tube where
the magnetic field is mimmum as shown in Figures la and lb.
We reid" to this smau/aUon mu:iv as run 3. This study is
mouvated by the factthatthe outer regaon of the plasnmsphere is
always populatedby a not plasma of piasanas/metand the nng
current ongms {Roux et al., 1982; Deforest et aL. 1971].
Furthermore, at times a warm plasma population is created
vAae_cold ionsin the equatorialreg:on are transverselyh,_,t_d
bv waves 8encz_xi by the hot plasma populatRm [OLt_m el aL,
1987]. How do thesewarm and/orhot pbL_,napopulattortsaffect
the flow of cold plasma and the refillmgof the plasmasphere?
"ina IXeVtOUS paper {Sing& 1993] we repmled thatthe Wesence
of an cquatoriallyhot plasma, con.msung of hot amsotropic ions
and warm electrons, has drastic effects on the flow and evolmaon
of the initially fast ion beams developing m an empty flux tube.
The differencein the thermal amsou-oples of the hot ions and
',,,'arm eie_u'_ns sets up a su_ci_atly laq_e potcntml bam¢_ for
the ions- thiscauses reflection of the ton beams and shock
formauom. When shocks propagate away from the trapI_
pmsm_ an ex'le_dedtmtentud smmture develo.m coverm8 the
entire flux tube. We report here that surax a poumual
further ctmances me refilling_ over that seen m run 2 without the
tra_x:d plam_
Tnc rest of the ,paper is pianncd as follows: in secticm 2 we
acscrtbcthe numerical t_lamqu_. In socuon 3 nummcal results
from run l and run 2 dealing wath the ion-beam.drive_
instabilitiesare described aJong _th their interpretation.
Section4 containsthe discussionon resultsfrom run 3 m which
me eouatonallytrappedhot plasm_ isincluded.In section5, we
nave com tmrcd the flux tub_ filling, as seen from different
sunuiauom. Tne conciusaonof the paper isg_ven m seeU_ 6.
2. Numerical Model
We verform a one-dimctmonal parucie-m-ceilstmulauon of
t)tasma flow along_an artificialflux tube (Fire,rel,q. The
magneuc field B(x) = Bo(l- a exg[--(x-d/2y _ /c;-]) where
130 tsa constantfieldoutsidethe minimum-field regmn (Figure
IbL d isthe stzcof the sunulationsystem and the choiceof
and a determines the desured field distnbtmon, The cold
Dtasma flows into the flux tube from the two Diasma rescrvou's
at me ends of the stmttlauon system at x=0 and x=d
fftgur¢ l_.'}. The smauia_on techniatm is acsertbed by Smgk
and Cnan [1992',. Plasma avrmmacs is stmulatca usm8 r
t_,rucie-m-<,ell (PIC) code. We have _cnormca two _ c f
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simulaUonsdealingwiththecoldplasmaflowmm the fluxtube;
inone type,calledhererun I,ionsaretreatedkineticallyusm_
the PIC code while electrons arc assumed to obey. the Boltznumn
law. This assumpuon along with the assumed condiuon of a
quasi-neumtl plamm gives the electnc field
E =-(kTolent)dr_ tdx where n i lstheiondcnsity, k isthc
Boltzm_n consumL and To is the electron and ion temperatures
in the plasma reservotrs. In the other type of simulauon, called
run 2 here, both electrons and ions are treated kineticallv u_mg
the PIC code and we solve the Poisson cquauon for the elccmc
field v,_th the boundary, conditions _(x=0)=C(x=d)=0,
where _x) denotesthepotentialdistribuuon.As thepaxltcles
move m thefluxtube,theirmagneticmoments arcassumedto
beconserved.
The velocitydismbutionfuncuonoftheionsand clccu'onsm
the plasma reservoir is assumed to be Maxweilian wlth a
temperature To. The reservoirs supply a continuous flux of
charged panicles into the flux tube through the process of
plasma expansion. In the simulations reported here, we have
used _ /me = 400, _laichadequatelyseparates theelectron and
ion tune scales and, at the same tune. allows computauonaJly
feasible runs. Numerical parameters of the stmulauons arc
follo_: system sxzc d =5x1032d, the magncuc field
parameters a = 0.9, and o'= 7501 a for wl'uch B(x) is plotted
m Figure Ib, cell sine zlx= 20A#, and time step /it = 0.1ra:_ ,
where 2# and a)_ are the Debye length and electron-plas_na
frequency in the cold plasma reservoirs, respectively, In the
followingdiscussionwe have used normalizedquanuues
definedasfollows:ume _= ta)p,o,distance_ = x/2#, velocity
V =V /Vr, and elecmc potential-_=eO/ kTo, where
Vr. = (kro Ira. )1/2, c0_o = (m. / m, )1/2mm_,"
We also performed a simulation, called hen: run 3, by
mcludiag an initial hot plasma m the central region of the flux
tube determined by 2300 < x / A# g 2700. The hot plasma
consists of hot amsotropic ions and warm isotropic electrons;
detmlsofthehotplasma properties aregiveninsection4.
3. Fluz Tube Filling and Ion-Beam-Driven
Instabilities
Inthissecuonwe examine theevolutionof theplasmaand
the potential distributionsm the flux tube as seen from run l
and run 2. A comparisonofresultsfromtheserunsreveal when
and why plasmainstabilitiesareexcitedand how theyaffecthe
plasmaand fieldismbutions.
Figure2 shows the evolutionof the ion phase spacem
_ -V)u planefromrun I.Note thatthevelocityonthevertical
axis is measured in units of the ion thermal velocity
V#= (kTo/_ )_/:.Figure2a for i"= 200 shows theexpanding
ionbeams fromthetwo plasmasourceshown inFigurela. By
thetuneF = I03 (Figure2b)thecounterstrcammgofionbeams
is set up all along the flux tube; the counterstreammg c,onunues
,,_thout a significant mteracuon between the beams as seen from
Figures 2c and 2d for /"= 2000 and 4000, respectively. The
mare feature of the spaual evolution of the ion beams is that
they progressively stow down as they approach the opposlte end
of the flux tube. From the plot at i"= 4000, we also note that a
few parucles in the ion beams approaching the opposite ends
slow down up to almost zero velocity', the number of such ions
increases wath ttme as seen from the plots at f = 80(X). This
Umds to slowly fill in the velocity space between the two
ioa beams m the off-omtral regmn_ We fred
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Figure 2. Evolution of ion phase space m _ -_ plane from
runl.
thaX st_ sc_ of ions is not cans_ by. anbipolar electric
fields, which are tnven by.the ion density gradimts.
Tim cvotunm of the ion dmmy profile in the flux tube is
shown in Figure 3. APax the initial sU_ (_ < 1000), the don._ty
ixofile_ are gonendly smooth having relatively large gr,_timts m
the cen_al regmn ((1500<1_<2500), and in the off-central
region (100<_<1500 and 3500<_<4900) the Linldimts mm
weak giving weak electric fields. The _ par_clcs m
Figures 2d and 2e occur m the latunr rctnons. In view of the
weak anbipoher elecuicfields, incapableof slowingdown or
r¢fl_ing the beams, we suggest that the sc.anmng occurs via
sam_ anomalous effects revolving fluctuations m the plasma.
l._t_r we discuss this _ further _w¢ have consdcred the
flow m run2.
The evolutionof ion phase space in _'-_u planefor run 2
is shown in Figures 4a to 41". Note that m this figure the velocity
isnormalizadwith.respe_m V...inconu'nstto V.,inFigure
2 forrun I. A compan.sonofthephasespaceplotsinFigure2b
and Figure4b. wh.ichareforthesan_ ume /-= I0-_.shows a
si_mificentdifl'er_ m thetopology,ofthedismbuuon ofthe
average flow veiocaty, ofions m thetwo runs: m run I withthe
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Boltzmann electrons, the ions have relatively large velociues
n¢ar• = _ crtaung a "bulge" m the plots. The bulge ts not
in rum 2. The bulge m Figure 2 is smaply a mamfestauon
of the magnetic field disU'ibutton B(x) (Figure lbl. which
controls the density, distribution and hence the potentml
distribution according to the Boltzmam2 law. The relaUvelv
sharp &rosily gra6itmts m the d_sity distribution on either side
of tim midpoint yield relatively large ci¢ctric fields, which
ac,celerate ions coming into tim centnd region and then
dooel_atea )h_n while l¢avmg. On tim oth¢r hand. m run 2 the
Poisson equation Including a self-consistent m_at of the
space cha_es does not Deld a potential dis_i_ti_ ¢ontroiJed
B(x). The po_mmfl di_ibmions for run 2 are shown m
Figures4g to 4t.
In run 1 we saw only a weak scanermg of the beam tons at
l_t_ _ (t" > 4000 ) into the velocity, legion betw¢_ the two
counmrstrmmin$ beams out.st,t,- the umtral region of the
simuktion re, on. In contrast, m run 2 we find that wave-
lmrticle intmmtiotm plays a significant role in coupling and
nmang the counuaaamming ion ixauns. This can be seen famn
the phase slmc_ plots for /'>!400 in Figures 4c to 4f. Theplot
at i = 1400 shows that ion-ion instability has oocutr_ outside
the c_trai region and it is sufficiently strong to locally couple
tbe ion benms. The instability is mort clearly manifested m the
pot._tial plots given in Figures 4g to at. The corresponding
ele_'tm _ spare plots are shown m Figures4m to4r. Both
electronand ionphasespaceshow formauonofvoruces,whach
evolve fi-om the ion-ion instabilitydriven by the
counte_ ions. We now exannne in detail,*_vtius
instability, is so prominent m run 2. but not m run 1.
3.1. london Instability
The conditions for the ion-ion instability in a piasnm hmma$
counterst_ ionbeamsdependson a number of parmmte_
ofthebeam-plam_ system:theseparametersarethe relative
beam velocity Vb,. betwe_a the two b_ma, tim ratim el" the
beamtem_'atm'es Tbtar_l_2 totheeacmma_
T,, and the relative de_ities of tim ion _ n M /hi) 2 [Fried
and Wong, 1966]. The relative velocity mad the tempm'atmt
rauos Tbt 17", and _2 IT, play crucial roles m dea(mmm_
wbedmr the instability occurs ot trot. For two symme_
counlmsmmmm8 ion beams, i.e., Vb, =2V b, _ :l:V_ are
the two beam velocities, and Tbl = Tb2= T_, tim instability occurs
v/hen _deKer, 1970]
L3V, g V_,< C, T, > 3Tf (])
where C, is the ion acou_c spe_ given by
C, =(k(T_ +3T_)/m_) |t2 and Vt, ---(kTf/m_) |/:.
For nonsvmmetne beams it is not possible to give analytical
conditions as above for the symmeu'ic ones. Howeve*, some
qualitative _ts can be made; ff one of the beams is
warmer than the other, say T_) > T_, instability, occurs as long
as the velocib' condition in (1) is met and T./T_ >3 [Baker,
1973; Gresillon and Doveil, 1975; Sing& 1975]. Howet_r,
Fr_*d and Wong [1966} have shown that when one of the beams
is sufficiently cold de_ading on the relative beam dmsity, tim
instability can occm even if the warm beam mtisfi_ the
con&tion T_t/T,=_.
Now we examineff the instability, conditions dmambed above
are met in ou, sunulations. The inmability conditiotm disctmed
above are for a Maxwellian velocity distribution, but we find
that the diswibutionsresultingfrom thephase spare plots in
Figure 2 are not Maxwellian. However, effective beam
velocitiesand tem_ asfirstand secondorder moments of
the individual ion beams can be caiculam(L and, as an _maple,
they.areg_ven m Table1 for tim outer region 4.0(X_ <45(X}.
Notethatthe velocities g_venm this table art not,m_ized with
resp_to V#. "I'h¢ion beams for V,<0 and V_>0 aree.all_
beam 1 and 8earn 2, respectively.The relative beam velocity
_. = I,,_,2 -I,_,t aad the ton acoustic _ are aim tabalat_
We _ fi-om Table 1 that tim beam mmlmratm_ do satisfy tim
conaiUon for the instability. Wen _ (I). However, tim relative
Ixam velocity, is too large to excit_ tim instability., that is,
P_.> 2(7,; thus the ion-ion instability, as lxedicted from the
linear _ility analysis for Maxwelllan ion btmms, should not
occur. However, as noted emrtier, the imams are not
_lLia_, we findthat thefall of thedistributionfunctionsat
velocities below their rcspecuve peak velocities is quite sharp as
shown by.theresetofFigure 5. The peaksegerationm velocity
_vely de_'ms_ from AV=3.I at /'=4000 to
dV'=2.6aI /'=gO00. Taking A_" as Vb, we fmd that the
msa_ility condition on velocity is marginally satisfied at
f = _00. TM apprce_ toward the marginal dmmbility causes
an et_nc, ed fiuOamuon in the plasma [lehimaru,1973) _ the
conseqtumt sc.aaer_ of ions m velocity, spat, as mentioned
earlier. Figure 5 shows evolution of the dmsity fluctuations at
= 1500 and 500, we note from this figu_ that with the
decreasingmsumc.efi'omtheend ofthe flux tube,the amplitude
of the denstw fluctuation increase, and therefore the
flugtuauons m the electric field also mcrmses. The fltmtuauon
m tim etogmc field scaam, s the iota, populatiag the veloctty
reg:onbetweenme ionbeams. The somered ionsappearas a
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"tail" to the velocity distribution function mar V = O. la the
c_tral region of tl_ flux mb¢, where the ion beams are quite
and far _ the marginal i_iIity co_iti==, the
flu_._i_ in th_ d_.sity mat the electric fields are weak and
scan=ring of ions is not seen (see Figure 2.¢).
IJke Table ! for run 1, Table 2 £_ow_ the ion beam and
plasm_ _ relevant f= the linear instsbility analyaia for
run 2. The ion beams denoted by subsmpts "1" and "2" are for
VI< 0 and _I > O, _vely. All velocities give_ inthis
.,abl_ _=maiim_ with r_ m V=. Commrmg V_ and
C, in Table 2,we findthatby thetime [= 1400, the velocity
cmufitim on the mstability i" met; i.e., V_,_2C,. Wenolethat
the tempemtu_ condition for the i-i instability is also satisfied
beoam= _ / T, = 0.13 and _= / T, =0.3. Th,,, the inua_ty
occtu_ as numifcst_ by the ion and elecuon phase _ Idols,
and the potential distribution in Figure 4 for tune_ /"2 1400.
3.2. Electron-Ion Instability
It is noted from Table 2 that m run 2 electron heati_ is the
key for _ the instability condil_on by increamn8 the ion
acoustic speed; Table 2 shows that the electrvns are h_ m
an effe_ve u:znpemmre of 3.1 TO by _ = 1400. How are the
ele_m_ns heated? We _ here the mcchamsm forthe
electronheating.
In an ion b_m-plasma sysum_ e-i instability m yet mother
mechanism for exciting waves, which heats th= eleclzo_
[McKee, 1970]. The e-i instability occ_ when the ion beams
are relatively fast [Fujim tt aL, 1977; Singh, 1978]. This
mstsbit/ty is kinetic, and it occurs ,,, the slow (negative energy)
wave of an ion beam undergoes Lmu_ dampin8 by the
eteclro_ [Hmegmm, 1975; Singh 197g]. Su_ ms instability
creates donsity flt,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,tmmationat frequoncies less than the ion
pkasma frequency. Ia order to _ that thia instability
does occur in run 2, we show in Figures 6_ and 6b tl_ evolution
of thepla=na and the potmtial by plotting g,(t),g(t) and
_(t) at i=2500. Figure6a shows the evolmion of the
electronand iondensities.For i< 200, thecentralreg/onis
nearlyunpopubttedwith a plasma becau_ the expanding
plasmas from the sources at the end oftheflux tube have notyet
reacheA th_'e. From i" -200 to i"- 400,flu:r,_la'_lregionis
electronrich,and when i > 400 the cenmfl region =cquires a
qua_-ncumd plasma with n, = n_. The plasma density builds up
m -lO-2n. by [=1000.
The eleclric potential shown in Figure 6b is expected to
slowly evolve with the plasma build up m _ m the
coun_ #_na ex_nsion in= the flux robe. This
s|ow evolutiouisshown by a dm_d-lmc curve,which i= the
potmti_l averaged ova" a lune interval AI=IO0. The
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4000 0.55 0.45 -I.60 1.85 3.45 0.16 0.18 I 1.22
6000 0.52 0.48 -I.58 1.60 318 0.20 0.23 I 1.30
8000 0.51 0.49 -I.51 1.51 300 0.21 0.27 1 1.31
T=ble 2. Ion Beam and pi_,u_ Pm'amete_ From Rum 2
!0OO 0.93 0.07 -11 0.22 0.32 0.32 0.511 2.6 0.1
1200 0.87 0.13 -0096 0.19 0.28 0.37 0.74 2.1 0.1
1400 0.82 0.18 -0.086 0.16 0.21 0.42 i.00 3.1 0.12
flu_ttmtions superimposed on this curve, as shown bv the solid-
line curve, are relevant to our discussion here. The frequency
spectrum of the potcnual vanauon m Figure 6b is shown m
Figure 6c. We notice that there is a 'trroadpeak m the frequency.
range O.Ol< f l fmo <0.I, whm'c fmo is the ion plasma
frequency in the plasma soarces. For the tame period of
simulation shown in Figm-¢ 6, the local plasma density at
=2500 is h"< l O":no, and hence the local ion plasma
frequency fv, < 0.1 fv, o" Thus the low-frequency oscillauons
are bounded by this local plasma freqmmc:'. These low-
fIl_cy nU_tlMIUOI1S which have IMnulitllL_ UD to 4 kT_, / c,
heat the electrons to a temperature of up to 3 T_ as shown m
Table 2.
0.6o (a) ' 11¢"
1 5 .'5
__ o.4ot- _'-'l lJ _,A f
0.301"q, J
30012 4003 5OO6 6tX_ 70OC 80O0
f
Figure 5. Tempot-m evoluuon of dcmsityfltummuons at (a)
_'=5OO and Co) _'=1500 Note the _ m the
fluenmuon nn_li-ui__wath aecreasmg Y. The _ snows the
no_-_ fc_mr¢ of the mn vciocatvdistribuxionfuncuo_a
which ts c.adeadau_ by imluding, all the ions m the rein on
4000 < _" <4500.
Another mcchamsm which contributes to the eleclzon
cnergazauon deals w_th the spaual distribuuonof the slowly
ume-varymg potentialas shown in Figure 4g. When the
eloctronsexpanding from theplasma sourcescrossthe midpoint
of the smaulation regmn, they see an aoceleratmg poumtml
giving rise to an elongated tailof the electron velo,_ty
distributionfunction.
3.3. Consequences of the Ion-lon Instability
The plasma flow and the potential distribution m the flux
tube are significantiv affected by the ion-ion instability as seen
from Figures 4a to 4r. The instability occurs in the off-ce_tral
regaon and in the central regaon the ion beams conun-," to
countm'stream (Figm'es 4d to 4I"). At an early stage, the
instability occurs at relatively small scale lengths as seen from
the potential dismbuuon in Figure 4i. The subsequent noulinear
evolution of the instability forms vomces, which grow m size m
clearly seen from the potential distributions for i" 2 1600 in
Figures 41, 4k, and 4 _. The amplitudes of the poumtial
associated _ath the vorucen are as large as 5 kTo l e, which
approxmmtely corresponds to the ion beam energy, at [ = 1400
when the msmbiliw sets in, that is,
,.. I_:2 --q,a# (2)
where A _ is the amplitude of a vortex, q is the dm._e on an
ion, and 1_, is the beam velocity of the faster ion beam. The
atmve re|auon._p between _2 and zt # suggests me possibility.
of trapping the =ons m the voruces. This trapping is evident
from Figure 4. The cells with relatively high posiuv¢ poumtials
have mn.s almost completely mixed in velocity space and their
velocity, spread is re_lur_ in conuast to the relatively large
velocityspread inthe neighboringncgauve potentialcells.As a
maut=" of faa in the latte_cellsions have a "hole" in their
velocity,distributionfunction,which is a signann'eof an ion
hole. The etecmras' behavior is directly opposite to that of the
ions; electrons have large-velocity spreads in the positive
potentialccUs and a relativelysmall spread in the negative
poumtial cells(see Figures 4p, 4q, and 4r). This almznatc
trapping of ¢l_cu'ousand ions affectsthe flow of plasma and
density distribuuonin the flux tube. Before we discuss the
density,distribuuonand the fillingof the fluxtube,we pointout
that another consequtnaceof the ion-ion instabilityis the
formationofelecu'ostaticshocklikestructures.
3.4. Electrostatic Shock,
The electrostauc shocldike structures evolve from the ion-ion
mstabili_',the voruces having posture potentialceilsbegin to
grow m s_.,e x_ath increasing ttme and their exiges steepen into
shock pau's. The tmumual distribuuon plots for i" > 1400 show
examples of the iormauon of some shock pars as indacated by
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Figure 6. Tcmpm'si evolution of (a) F.,l_'lzlm and ion dallities.
(b) Elccn-ic poumli_l #, all al _" = 2500. (c) Frn_mcy
st_etrum of tl_ l_t_tial st_wn m fb). The dott_ _e m (b)
shows the av_,c potential when the flucmaUons nre avcmsed
out.
arrows in Figures 4j, 4k, and 4¢. Inside a shock pair the
potential ts positive; tons are mixed and electrons are trapped
showing their acceleration above the background el=tmns
[Foralund and Shank, 1970a]. The growing s_ of a positive
poumtial cell is eqmv_ient to the mouons of the shocks
bounc_ the zeU. "I'his cambe seenby compm'ingthe innmr_
shock pm_son the nOt-hand side of the cente_of the simul_on
region in Figures 4k alld 4 t . _ mouml of shocks e,_mbl_the
positive potential cells to merge together. This elevates the
poumtial of the om_ regmn of the flux tube with respect to its
erAx, as well as with respect to the central regaon where the
potential is negative m a relatively exumded region.
We see from Figures 4d w 4f and 4j to 4l that as the
inn=m_ shw.ks bordering the cen_-al counte_s_remnmg move
mwarck the s_ze of the centralcountcrstreammgregion
However, thisdoesnot contmucindefinitely.The
evolutionsofthe ion and electronphasespaceand thatofthe
potentialdistribuuon,fortunestaterthanthatshown m Figure
4,aregav_ m Figure7. Figures7ato7cfortheionphasespare
and the_dkng potentialdistributionm Figm'es7g to7i
show that for ?>2200, the centralregaon of ion
counterrlre_ung expands again as the innermost shocks move
outward. The _ electron phase space plots revea2
that m the centr_ negAuve .t>oumuai regaon the eta'
velocltv_rcad shrmks. Why do theumcrmosl shocksmove
outwsrctagain?Tt_eanswertothisquesuonliesm thech,ntgem
the plasma tm_x into the tube caused by the edev_on of the
posltlvepotcntJaJinits outerregaonsdue to the mclglngof the
posmve potenual ceils as shown m Figures 4k and 4 t . The
elevated potenualchokesthe plasma flow mm the flux tube.
When the ionflux is reduced, the tuner shocks begin tonmve
outwardto mmntam the conunui.tyof the ion flux through the
shocks. Thisphenomenonof shockmotionisqmtc similm"m
the mouon of doublela.vcrsseen m num_-acalsimulati_._
[Singh and Schunk, 1982] and laboratory, experiments (lizuka et
al.. 1983]; in these studies it was found that when ion flux to an
_,usting double laver _sreduced, the double la.v_ remmns stable
m its shape, but zt moves toward the ion source to keep the ion
flux through the double lay_ at a constant vahtc. The shock and
thedoublelaverarebothelectrostaticstructuresand itappears
that the shock also remains stable in response to the clmngcs in
the ion flux bv moving in /in appropnat_ direcuon. For the
outward shock mouon of the shock in Figures 78 to 7j, the shock
velocity is found to be Vsk = t_ _ t"= 2200 tO 2800. At
later tames the i-i Ixl_t_bility _ il_dcl_ thecoun_'lllllll_
ionbeams as seenfrom theplotsfor J"> 2800 inFigure7.
TILLS mixes the ion beams ill the outll" reglon of the
counterstrcammg,butIcavmgtheionscoun_ in the
centralregmn. Itappear_ thatthe aboveprocessof i-instability
intheouterregion,formationofpositivepoUmtialceilsand their
merging,shockformationsand theirmotionmay repeata few
timesbeforethefluxtubefillswitha thcrmalizcdpla._m.
The formauon of shocksm the off-equatorialregionis
predictedby two-sueam hydrod.vnmmcmodels[Ra.nnu.tsena d
Sehunk, 1988; Singh, 1990]. But these shocks form due to the
slowing down of the ion beams by polarization electric fidds
and/or Coulomi_ collisions. A scmikinetic model of mt_-
hemispheric !_iasm_ flow does not show shock formation [1Vihum
et aL, 1992) Recently Singh el al [1994] found that in a
semikineucmodi:l,_Itichtreatselectronsby assuming a
Boltzmznndislnbuuon,theconditionfortheion-ioninstability.
m thedirccuouofthepiasm_flowisnotmet. Our small-scale
stmuimion m.scussed hcaeshow thatthe instabilityconditions
can bc saiisiieci by the eie_on heating due to the eieclron-ton
mslabilirv which is driven by. relatively fast ion beams and
occurs during the eariy stage of the refilling. When elecllon
d,a_mics ts smmlified by. assuming the Bol_,,_-- law, this
instability is lost along with the ,,L_r--i,,_ consequences of
eim h_mng, ion-ion _ty, and_ f_
It is important to point out that dyanmio, of the shocks s_
m two-su, eam hv.dr_Baumie models is quite dilImmt h_m tluu
se_a m nm 2. In the former ca._ a shock form_ m (mda smmm
m theoff-equamri_ region and subs_u_fly it moves upwnrd to
the equator and then downward to the ionosgh_c botmdm'y..
Sw.h shock mouons affect the ummtion from supersomc to
subsonic flow for each plasma mean [Singh, 1991a]. The
resulung sulmomc flows continue to countcasmmm indefinitely.
On the other hand, run 2 shows that the countcrsumming m the
off.eouaumal rem_on is rath_ quickly thermalized by. the ion-_on
m._biitty, and tt permsts ove_ a lo_g_ tmae only m the central
region. However, as se_ frtma Figures 4 and 7 the s'pati_
extent of the central count=strmmi_ is qmtc d.vnamac.
Furthermore. we find that the i-i insi_ilitv shouldlead to the
formmaon oi sev_al shock pan's evolvmg l_m the posmve
tx_l_xtsai ce'tis created by the mst_itity {Fo_tund and Shont,
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1970a]. The evoluuon and merging of such shock pa_s has
profound effect on the state of the pla._na m the centr_
te_l) re_o_
4. Cold Plasma Flowing Into a Hot Plasma
We discuss he_'e the rem_lts f_m a simulation in which cold
pla._nas expanding from the plasma reservows in Figu_ la
come into coutact with a hot p_¢-_ u'apped in the central regina
of the flux robe whe_ the magnetic field minimizes (Figure tb)
As pomtexi out e_li=, we refer to this simulation as run 3. The
situationcon.sid_'edin thissimulation corregxmds to that of the
fa.s[ion streams flowingintothe exluatoriallytrapped hot plasma
dunng the mrly sta_e of the plasmasphcnc rcfillin_.Some
preliminary,resultsh_n thisrun were presentedm a prevmu_
paper [Singh, 19931 m which the discussmn was Limited to
fonm_on. Here we expand the discussion to other
Ixucea.ses _tffecting the flux tube fillip. When the hot plasma _s
the only plasma m the flux tube, the diII_mce between the
amsotropy of eleca'ons and ions sets up elecmc
fields pdil_ng av,_v fi-om the central region, and _-"
potma_ml distribution is raven by [tk_ippte, 197"7]
.rH
, _ are perp(m, dicuiar and parallel _ of the hot ions,
res_cuvely, 7", is the temperature of the warm ei_, B,
is the mmtmum magneuc field, and B(x) is the magnetic field
at the point where the poumtial is @(a).
When B,./B<<I and T_<<T_, (3) is stmplified to
_(x)--(kT,/e)_(T,_/_). For ir, =lOb, and T_/T,_ _2,
the potential diItermce be_ the point of minimum magne_c
field and the point where the magn_c field is Bfx) is about
7kT o It. This maxamma potontiald_up isexpectedwithout _ny
coldplasma m the fluxtube.
Large-scale refilling models [Singh et al., 1986: W//aon et al.,
1992] indicate ion flow velocities up to 30 km/s during the
early refilling stage, the corresponding kinetic energy of/-r" ion
beam ts < 5 eV, which is rural.letthaa the mammum potential
energy of the tons estimated aix_ve for To = 1 eV. Thus the hot
pb_ms is expected m have a significant effect on the flow of
cold plasma, and henc_ on the refilling pn_esa_s.
We performedseveralsimulauonsm whichhotplasma
propcrues were vaned. We found thatas _ong as hoe ionsate
a_asOil'opic wlth T_f > _H _ the warm elecu'ons ate _sotmpic
or _nisotl_plc ',_itht e rcvc_'se _0tisOtrOpy,thatIs, T_ > r_,
_he basic effects of the hot phsma on the cold plasma flows are
the same, Therefore we de,_cribe here only me results from the
stmulauon run w_th the following hot p_,_ proI_es:
r_ =2T:#=_8oo._nd
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that To is the cold plasma temperaturem the plasma rescrvoms
in Figure la.
Figures 8a to 8! shows the evoltmon of theion phase space
in the _-_I plane. Figure ga for /'=200 shows the
cxpanding ion beams from the plasma reservoirsat x = 0 and
x = d. For showing some dctmls of the cold ion phase space,
the vcrUcal scale in Figurc 8 is expanded and itdoes not fulh,
show the velocityspace ofthe hot ions.At i = 400 (Figure8b),
the ion beams begin to come intocomact _ath the hot plasma.
Thc plot at [ = 600 (Figttrc8c) shows tl_t the mcomlng ion
beams are being reflected. This reflecuon _s expected because
the potentials set up by the hot plasma I_ovl_e sufficiently large
barri_'s for the approachm8 ton beams. T_e evolution of the
poumtial distribution co_ndm8 to that of the phase space
(inFigure 8) isshown inFigurcs 9a to9j. An tmporumt feature
of thepotentialdistributionisthe occurrenceof a potentialpulse
coincidingwith the centralhot plasm_ for /"< 1000. The peak
potential at /'=200 is 15kTole, which is nearly double the
potential predicted by (I). The development of the large
potential is attributed to the space charges developing in the
system. In contrast,(I) isbased on the _.vampuon of a quasi-
ncutraJplasma. The expansion of the coldpiamm compresses
the potential pulse as seen from the piots in Figure 9 for
200 < ? < 800, are, which the edges of _e pulse steepen into
shock likestructuresand the pulse broadens again and slowly
dimimshcs m amplitude reaching an .asymptotic value of about
5kT o le at i = 1200. The broadening of the pot_mtial pulse is
assocmted with the outward pmtmgauon of the shocks. The
evolution of the potetztial distribuuonat tat= umes isaffcct_i
by the shock propagauon and,outsidethecentralre, on bctwccn
the two shocks, itisalsoaffectedby the ion-tonmstabiliticsms
discussed m connecuon v,ath run 2. The ion-ton instability
creates voruccs m me i" - _l phase space as seen at / = 1600
m Figure 8g.
It isuseful to discuss themechanism of the shock formatimx
_'hen countersLrcamLng ion beams be_ to interpenetrate, a pan"
of clcc_ostatzcshocks form due to thecoupling between the ion
t)e.,a/x_ affected by the ion-ion instability [Forslund and Shonk,
1970a; Smgh, 1990]. As wc discussed in run 2, in the ab.scn_
of the central hot plasma,the ion beams continue to
couaterstream mdcfimmly because their relative beam velocity
_ lstoo fastto sausfvthe conditionsforthe ion-ioninstability
_hich arc k_. <2C. and Tt>3T , where C, isthe ion acoustic
speed and T, and T. arc the clecu'on and ion tem_ the
mstabLlity m _C ccmtraJ re.on does not oocur even though the
lauer condiuon on temtx:rature is satisfied due to the electrm
hcaung by the electron-ioninstability.In the presentsituation
v,Jththe centralhot plasma, thc countcrstrcamingon bothsides
of the hotplasma tscreatedby the reflectionof the ion beams by
thc ccnu'alpotentialbarnc_. The relativeion beam velocities
bctwccn the coun_'ion beams on both sidesof the
potentialpuisc near thc rcflccuonpoint arc Vbr = 0.5, 0.4,
0.32. and 0.26 st /-= 600,800, 1000 and 1200,rcspectivcly.
Wc recallthatcantrRlhot pb, m_ consistsof a warm eleczmn
population bath tcmpcraturc Tt =IOTo, which .yieldsan ion
acousuc s._=xi C, =0.16. Thus the conditionfor the ion-ion
msmbihty ncat the reflectionpointis satisfiedfor ? _ I000. It
_sunponant to pointout thatthe shocks form justoutside the
rcgmn v,_crchot tonsarc trapped;outside thisregion the cold
ionsdominate and satisfy,the te'mpcraturcconditionmentinned
abovc. The instabilitycouples and mixes the countcrstrcaming
/on beams forming a "mixed" plasma "tab" developing near the
x (]ooo
Fignzre 8. Tem_t_ evolutionof ton _ space in the _-V_ plane (run 3). Nora the c_mmzl hot ion.r, the
_nUr¢ distribution of the hot ions zsnot shown; it is truncama at V,_ = ± _ so that tim cold plasma distnbuuon
can be _mucty rtsolved. Note tim reflection of ions. formauon and prt_au.auon of electrostatic shocks.
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shocks, one on each sideof the centralhot plamxm (Figures 8e
and 8f);the plasma tabsappear m the phase space plotsas the
darkest areas between the hot plasma and the counterstreammg
ion beams. The extension of the tabs of mixed plasma along
with outward propagation of the shocks is clearly seen by
comparing the phase SlmC_ plots m Figure 8 for i = 1200 and
2400. The outward propagation of the electrostatic shocks are
indicated by the arrows m Figures 8f to 8i and Figures 9f to 9i.
After their formation at about i" = 1200, shocks move away from
the central region with a velocity. Vst, _=0.05Vtt---I_, v,here
V_ and Ve are the electron md ion thermal speeds m the cold
plasma, respectively.
As the shocks propagate out, ion-ion instability occurs m the
regions ahead of the shocks as seen at i'= 1600, 2000 and
2400 in Figure _, the instability creates vortexes m the phase
space. The combined effects of the shock propagation and the
ion-ion instability mix the countcrsu'emning ion beams nearly all
along the flux tube as seen fi-om Figure 8 for i > 2800. This
of cotmtcrstrcan_ ton beams all along the fltLX tube is
quite diffcttmt from what we saw m nm 2 that the
eotmtersmmming pcrssts in the central region (see Figures 4a to
4f and 7a to 7f from run 2).
The evolution of the electron phase space , corresponding to
those of the ion phase space m Figure 8, and the potenual
distributions m Figure 9, is shown m Figure 10. The phase
space plots shown m this figure are at selected t_tmes
representingthe differentsm_,esof the plasma evolutaon. The
prominent featuresof the electronsbefore i"< 400 arc the two
spatiallysepnmt_l electronpopulaUons: the centrallytrapped
electrons in the potentialwell shown m Figure 9 and the
electrons expanding into the flux tube from the plasma
reservotrs_ x=O and x=d. For _'>1200, we see the
sagnatureof the shock pair m the electronpha_ space; the
centrally trapped clc_rons develop sharp edges like the
potential dismbution (Figure 9) and the ion phase _ _ilp_
8),allmarked by arrows. Along with the outward pmlmlp_q
shocks, the centrally trapped electrons expand away from the
ccntnd region. Ewa after the shocks have _ out to the
boundaries, the electrm phase space shows a gradual "lmlsi_"
from the ends m the ceatral region, in _t with the
pomntiaJ distribution in Figure 9 for i'>2400 whm the
rmmatial m the c_mtnd r_on remains lmmtive and the poUm_
distributionhas gentle gradimts giving electricfields pointia_
toward the cods.
Fisure 8 for i5 800 shows that as thecoid#ammm
cxpmxt to the contnd hot plasma, im beams are mflml_l, wl_
the cold elc_.on gas is mx_l_-m_xl toward the ammr by the
lmmild electric fields $iv_t by the omu-al potmti_ lm_
Tlmre£orc, in tim early stage the cold ion bemm _m
excluded from the central n_ion, but eventually the d_
pull_ into the hot plasma region. When the cold dmtnms
are nc,cdmstcd b_ the omtral poUmtinl pulse, tlm
negative charge lowers the peak po_ntial after i • 600 m mm
from Figure 9. This allows the cold ions to penetmm into the
hot plasma region. The penetration is clearly _ from the ion
phase plots in the _-V_ plane as shown in Figure 11. As
seen from Figure 8, at times prior to _"= 400 the hot ieus
trapped in the omtml region are scpm'atcd fi-om the cold mm in
I0_
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Figure 10, The tenlpcfifl evolution of the electron phase Ware
in ._'- 1;_ plane co-espmating to that of the ions m Fisum 8
and the poumtiai distributio_ in Figure 9.
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the configunmon space. Figure I la shows the situ_on when
the cold ion beams come into contact with the cenUally trapped
hot pbama, having perpendicularvelocities up to alxmt _ = 9.
As the cold plasmas expand and the ions reflect f_om the
potential barrier, there are accumulations of plasmas near the
reflectionpointsforming fiontswhich move toward the rmdpomt
of the simulation region as se_ from the plots for
600_i'<1600 inFigure If. Bythetime ?=1600, thecold
iotahave punched through the potentialbemer, and the further
evolutionof the _'-Y_ phase spece does not revealany new
feature. The _'-_ phase space plot at the end of the
simulationrun is shown m Figure lid. Late- we _ the
per_cular velocity dislribution fummon of the
conmstm8 of the cold and hot populations as _ from this
figure. The evolutionof the electronphase space in _-_
does not reveal any noteworthy feature, except thaL like the
ions, electronshave s warm population _apped m the central
reglonalong with the coldelectrons.
Evolution of the plasma density,distributionin the fluxtube
is shown m Figure 12. The density dismbut/on at i--200
shows that the cold plasma is well separated from the centrally
trapped hot plam_ The n'mmmum normalized densityof
hot plasma is about 0.05. As the cold plasmas expend,
eventually the density, maximum at the midplane (_=2500)
disappears and a density minimum occurs the_. In
smmlation, this occurs at about ? : 800. In a recent paper
Olaen et al. [1994] suggested that the equatorial density
distributionofthe trappedionswith T±> _ depends m the
electront=mperatureamsotropy',specificallytheysuggestedthat
for isotropicelectrons the trapped ion density disUibution has a
density maximum at the equator. On the other hand, whea
T,u > T,j.the density distribution has minimum at the equatm'.
Our simulation shows that the occurrence of the deasity
maximum or minimum depends on the stage of the mixing of the
cold aad the hot plasmas. When the hot pla.m'm density
dominates, the trapped ion density profile has a deity
maximum wh_e the magnetic field mimmizes. Whm the cold
plasma flow begins to dominate the hot plasma density, the
maximum disappears and a density minimum appears in its
,place.
The shocks seen in the ion phase space (Figure 8) and the
potential distribution (Figure 9) are also seen from the density
distributions for _ = 2000 inFigure 12; the shocks areindicated
by the arrows. Figure 12 shows the fillingof the fluxtubewith
the cold plasma flowing into it from the plasma reservoirs.
Later we discuss the filling in more dOail.
4.1. Plasma Distribution Functions
The hot-cold plasma interaction produces some interesting
features in the velocity distribution functions of the ions in the
flux tube. We briefly describe these features here. We examine
the distribution functions from two regions of the flux tube; near
the ends of the tube, say for I00 < _ < 500, and m the central
region 2300 < _"_ 2700. The evolution of the ion distribution
functions near the ends of the tube is shown in Figure 13. At
early time, as shown for t" = 200, the distribution shows an ion
beam flowing into the flux tube. Eventually, precipitating ions
appear as an ion beam for VII< O; for example, as shown for
_=1200. As time elapses, the ion beams for V_<0 and VII>0
merge together. The above evolution of the ion distribution
function is the combined effect of the expansion of the cold
plasam into the flux robe, loss of some of the hot ions rejected
into the magnetic trap, reflection of the expanding inn beams
from the electrostatic shocks (see Figure 2) and the ion-ion
instability. A noteworthy feature of Figure 13 is that the
precipitating (V_ <0) ions have energies greater than the
inflowmg ions. This merely reflects that some of the
precipitating ions have undergone acceleration by the potential
distribution set up by the hot plasma. In the com'se of the
simulation, the midpoint (_ =2500 ) potential varies from
about 18kT o/e to 5kT o/e (Figtve 9), Thus the precipitating
ions cover a spectnma of energy extending to about 15 kT o / •
which corresponds to a maxanum velocity of about 0.3 V_ as
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Fignr¢ 12. Temlxnl evolution of the total ion density in the flux tube (run 3). At early times the hot plasma
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The _ of the e.leela'o_cshocks inthe density,distributionisindi_*d by the arrowl on tlm
dainty profile for /" = 2000.
seen in Figure 13 for I.'{l< O. The shape of the dismbution
function in Figure 13c suggests a heatflow from the central
region toward the ends of the flux tube.
The mixing of the hot and cold plasmas in the central region
produces distribution functions having a core of cold ions and a
halo of hot ions. Such parallel and perpendicular velocity
distribution functions are sho_aa in Figures 14a and 14b,
respectively. (These distribution functions are for the ions in the 1000 }-
central region (2300 < _" < 2700). In the parallel velocity .= ( a )
distribution the cold core and the_'elatively hot ion populations _ 100 _-
are merged, but in the perpendicular velocity distribution, the >- -
hot ions arc well separated from the cold population and they _'_ F
extend from a low velocity of _ = 0.2 to large velocities '10 _-
corresponding to that of the rejected hot plasma. As we shortly , _-
show, the hollow between the cold and hot ion population is
simply the consequence of the loss of the hot ions from the 1000 _ (b)
magnetic trap in the presence of parallel electric fields. The hot
100 F
ion populationin Figure 14b appears as a beam in l',. Since :_ F-
ro gyrophase these hot ions are randomly distributed, the beam _ r-
is a rang distribution in the perpendicular velocib'. The ring 10 _-
distribuuons of energetic ions with energies 5-30 keV have been
observed in the equatorial region of the outer plasmasphere and
they. are known to cxcito fast magnctosonic waves [Per'ram et
Fll_rt 13. Evolution of the ion velocity distribmion function
F,(VI) n_r the end of the fluxtube( 100<_'<500, run 3).
Note the ions reflected (VI < O) from the central potential pulse
created by the initial hot plasma. Event3xally the inflowang and
the r_oct_ ions_ together. Asymme_. of the dismbution
funotion _ beat flux from me central region toward the
of tim flux tul_.
aL, 1982]. Howev_, the nng dislribution sees from the
simulation is c.on.mdaably less cttc_ctic ha the seato that its low
energy end begins at an energy dctermined by tlac peak pot,',atial
of the pomtive potential pulse sc_a in the simulations (Figure 9).
The hollow between the cold and hot ion ImIml_ons m the
perpendicular velocity distribution (Figure 14b) is caused by the
: 200!
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the ¢_mral r_mon of the flux tube whe_ hot and cold ions rove
s_iaay mixed (r= 3). (a) F, (;;) ar_ fb) F, (Vl). No_
the presence of the cold core ions and the hot ions appearm# as
_om F,(_)_ab=mm _(vj.).
po_entmlcreatedby thehotplasma. Some oftheionsfromthe
hot ion populatiou, having sufficientlyow perpendicular
velocities, am w.x_-ated mm the loss cone by tim electric field
s_ up by the cenu'ally _ potential dismbuUon (Figure 9)
and lxecipit_ out of the flux tube. The minimum p_pendicuiar
velocity (Vl,__), below which the ions precipimm out, can be
estimated by. the conservation of en=gy and the magneuc
mom_t A simple cal_.ion shows that the hot ionsu'appcd
inthecentralregmn must satisfythefollowingrelationbetween
th_ parallel (_to) and .po_cular ()io) velocw,'
compononts [_71ippie, 1977],
¢o
V_o > [ _, +( )1 (B/B_ - ])-1 (4)
whe_ ¢o is the maximum pomnual at the center of the flux
tube with respect to the ends where the magnetic field is B.
Bmm is tbe magnetic field at the center. When ¢o = O, (4)
_nves the usmd loss cone m a nu_m_etic _ with the nm'r_
ratio R = B IBm=. For nonzero _o, the losscone ts
apWecmbly modifiednear _uo~ 0.The mmmmm perpend_cui_
velo_ty above which hot ionsareu'appcdoccursfor _o = O,
and it is FJven by
I:,,,_ = (2q_ oI_ )w2IRI/2 (5)
For the parameter of our simulation l_.mm = 0.I I'_, , wiuch
turns out m be mmailer than the value seen from the stmulauon
(Figure 14b), and is at_butcd to the flu_'ua_ons m ¢o.
Although the ions fix_m the hot population are lore for
V. < V±mm, the region near V: - 0 tspopulatedby thecold
ionsasu_ecoldpta.m_flowspunch throughthepotenRalbamc_
(FigureIl).Thus R_eresultmgchs_buuon asshown m F_gurc
13b ispoum._liv _lc. The modifiedlosscone has m=
feature ofa _ distributionf r driving wavesdue totm pomuve
slope (_[Ic_ >0) nc_r V: _-_:_, . In mnmxt of the
cquetonalplasma, we have id_titied tz_ a new murge of flee
energy for exmtmg waves resulting from the hot-cold pl_,=._
mmrpenewation [Singh et al., 1993], Since I'_,._ << VA , the
Alfven veloctty., we expect an excitation of rela_vely slow
_vcs capableof heatingcold ions. The heatinghas
potential of generatm$ supe_ermal ions bridging the gap
_tween the cold and the hot ion populations and thereby
.m-oducmg a contmman of energy, distribution fi'om about -1 eV
to thecharactensUcenertnesofthehotions.
5. Flux Tube Filling
Afterexaminingthe evolutionsof theplasmam thethree
stmulations, we examine now the flux tube filling. We
here the plasma distributions and the flux tube conumts as seen
fromthethmc runs.Figures 15a aM 15b showthe compenson
of the ion den_ty, disWibuuons from run I and run 2 at
[ = 2000 and 3600, respectively. Figure 15a _hows that
comparedto nm i, m run 2 the filJing is _ in tl_ _tral
regmm while it is enhaxw.ed in the off-¢en_d r_on at
[ = 2000. T_ expiaz_on forthisfeatureof tim filling li_ in
me potential dismbution as shown m Figures 4jm 4 t . The
clevauxlpoumtialsin the off-cerealregioninlubit the flowof
piasma mm the ccmrai region; thiskeeps the ion den=ty
d_pressed there and thcmfoee the plasma entering the flux tube
cumulalcs intheouterre_ons of the flux robe. We find
untilabom _ = 2000 thenetplasmacontcmsofthefluxtube
mnm i _dran 2 arengl_xamatelythemme. Thisisseenby
curvesl and 2 in Figure 16, in which the totalnumber of
computer ions acommlated in the flux tube is plott_ as a
function of tame for the twu runs.
o
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FtguR 15. _ of the density dislribunon.s m the flux
tube from dilIe_m mumul_o_s. Run 1 ann ran 2 at (a)
[ = 2000 and Co) /'=3600. (c) Run 2 and run 3 at i=3600.
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Figure |Sb _ows that eventually the ion densities in the
central region of the flux tube in the two runs become nearly
equal. This is due m the fact thai the potential bamers for the
ions m the ou_ rcgmn of the flux tube reduces a_ scc_ by
comparing th_ poumtial distribuuons tn Figures 4j, 4k, and 4 !
for i < 2000 w_th those in Figurc_ 7g to 7t for ? > 2000
However, the densities in the off-contrai region m run 2 reumu_
8cncrally larger than that m run I. This yields a larger plasma
content m the former run than that in the latter. Curves I and 2
m Figure 16 clearly show this for t" > 2000. Tne enhancec
refilling m run 2 is atmbuted to the trapping of ions and
elecmms m the vorucas set up by, the ion-ion instsbili_.
Figures lSa, 15b and curves 1 and 2 in Figure 16 show that
the plasma waves enhance the falling of the flux tube by trappnka
plasma m vm'lexes set up by the ion-ion instabili_. We fred
that the hot plasma rejected into the central region of the flux
tube has a similar effect on filling with the cold plasma,
although through additional proces.s_. In order to demonswa_:
this, we compare the filling of the flux tube as seen from run 2
and run 3, Curves 2' and 3 in Figure 16 show the comparison of
the flux tube contents from run 2 and run 3, Curve 2' is the
same as curve 2, but it is translated along the verucal axis by the
initial number of the hot ions m}ected into the flux tube at
t = 0 in run 3. Curve 3 shows the evolution of the plasma
content from run 3. The verucal tra.r_lation of curve 2' is done
for the purpose of easy comparison of the cold plasma contems
of the flux tube _ s_m from these rims. A _ of curve
2' with curve 3 shows that the initially injected hot pla.sma
f_ilit_esthe wapping ofmore cold plas_ttitanthat fi'om the
run without the hot plasma. In the smaulanon with the initialJy
rejected hot plasma (run 3) enhanced trapping occurs by _'o
processes: (I) the vortices set up by the ion-ion mstabihw
enhance the filling like the enhanced flU/n8 in run 2 over that m
run I;(2)thepotentialpulseand itsevoluuoninan extended
x
C
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F_rt 16. _ of the flux robe ramUmts from run I and
nm2, and nm2andnm3, Nine the enhane_fitlmg mnm 2
over run Iand in rim 3 over run 2.
poumtial disulbuuon (Figure 9) pmvldo an _lditUm_!
m_chamsm for the trapping of the cold plasma. When tim
plasma flows into the flux tube, the elecmc fields set up by
exuded poumttal distribution slowly retard tbe flow and
m_ the ion density, in the flux tube. The effect of this
additional mechamsm on the enhanced firing is illusmmat m
Figure 15C, m _ch we compare the denmty profiles at the ¢_!
of the stmulauons m run 2 and run 3. We notice that the
enhanced den.sity is _ m the e_atrsl region fi-om _'=10 3
to4xl0 _. Onecanargucth_thisenhanceddensiWis_m
thecamtrallytrappedhotplasma,butthecomparisonoftl_
pla._na conumts from run 2 and nm 3 in Figure 16
points out that the cold plasma content is enhanced. Since
Figure 15c shows that the relative density enhancement in tam 3
occurs over an exumd_ region only inside the c_mfl Ixation of
the flux tube, it is obvious that an additional amount of cold
plasmaisalsocon_ inthatregmn. Th_ camt_m_z_t of the
additional cold pl&mm is f_eilitnted by. the __ of the
inflowin8ionsby tlmrelatively weak electric fields
with the extended potential distribution in Figure 9 for
/'>2400.
6. Conclusionsand Discussion
By means ofnmncricalsimulations,wc have studied here
anomalous plasma effects on the ac_mulation of phmma m a
magnetic flux tube, The anomalous effects ar_ caused by ion-
beam-daivan instabilities and by the mteractinn _ a cold
plasma flowing into the magnetically trapped hot pl&_nm.
main conclusions from the simulamms on the ion_ve_
instabilities and its effect on firing of the flux _ arc the
following:
I. As the magnetic flux tube fillswitha plasma expanding
firom plasma sourceslecau_i at its_nd,the ion-benin-driven
instabilities significantly _ffect (1) the diswibution maddymmfica
oftheplasmainthe tubeand (2)the sccumulation ofplasma in
it
2. Two types of instabilities are found to eceu_.
ins_bility, caused by elecU-on-ion mter_on is kinetic in mm_re
and occurs when the ion beams are relatively fast, and e.leetron
dynamicsis not simplified by. the assumpuonoftheBoR_nn
law. The ion-ion _/lity occurs for comparatively flower ion
beams.
3. In the simulation with the Bolt_nmm electron, the
etecmm-ion _ty is_ and theion beams retm_m
too fast with respect to the ion scaxtsuc s_eed to e_xite iou-ion
waves. However, as the beams slow down by the filling of the
flux robe,they.tendtowardthemarginalin._ility, especially in
the outer regmn of the flux tube,wheretbeplasma fluctuation is
enlmnce_ This cau.s_an anomalous _ of the beam
ionsm theomer regi_
4. In smaulation with the kineuctreatment of the elec_ro_,
e-i instability occurs when the beams are relatively fast and it
heats the el_axms. In addition, some elecuxm energization
oec_ when th_ _re arxelerated b.vthemw_rd pomUng ele_ic
fields set up by the counmrstreaming plasma expansion. When
electrons are sufficiently heated, mcr_ the ion _m_stic
speed so that _,_ _2C, , the ion-ion instability occurs.
5, The ion-ion insmbihtv is effective in couplin8 the
countersmmmu_ ion beams m the regaon whexe insaability
conditions arc m_ Thissetsup po_tml sm_mres including
el_c shocks. The camCal countermeaming is seen to
.sv_i_lly shnnk and expand as the ion-ion mslability and its
nonlinear features _ffecting the plm_a_ evolve.
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6. Tim trapping of plasma in tim lxaa=tiaJ structurez
enhances tim flux tu_ refilling and affects the distribution of
the pimmm in it.
7. In the central region of the flux tube where the magneuc
field is minimum, the fast ion beams continue to coun_
ovc_ a relatively long time.
Followingthe work of Ban/caetaL [1971],now thea'eare
sevea'alstudieson shock formationincludinglarge-scaJe
hydn_ymmaic [Singh et al., 1986; C_miter and Gombosi, 1991;
and Schunk, 1988] and kinetic models [Wii._onet al.,
1992, Singh et al., 1994] and mlall-scade simulations [Singh et
aL, 1986; Sing, h, 19881. Tim ust_ picture ¢morgi_ from such
studies is the formation of a pair of shocks in the equatorial
region or in the off.oqumorial region, one in ear& hemisphere.
The simuinlion presented here suggests that wlmn i-i instability.
occu_ itmy createnumesxms shockpairsintheoff-equaton_
region. Tlmir merging and d.vnmmcs may mtroda_ both spatial
intheplasxm distribution and temporal featuresin the
evolutionof the plasma slate,both in theequatorialand off-
cquatm'ialregions.
It is imImemnt to point out that in the present study, based on
one-dimeamonal simulations, oblique i-i acousU¢ and ion-
cyclotronmodes areexcluded. These modes become especially
relevantwiam the ion beams become too fast (Vb > C,) to
emcitc the _e-field aligned parallel_ting i-i
acocSic modes [Foralund and Shank, i 9701); Karimalmdi et al.,
1991], Whm the beams are sufficiently fasI mad the plasma
are not favorable for the acoustic modes, the beams
may drive ioncyclotron waves [Footeand Kulsrmi,1981]. The
relativerolesofparalleland obliqueacousticmodes,and ofion
cyciomm waves in th_amlmng the ion beams during the
_t stages of the filling of a magneticflux tube rem_ to
be studied.
The main cot_lusions from the simulation with the
equatmSally trapped hot plasma are as follows:
1. Hot plasma ca-rotes a potential barriar for the cold plasma
flow. The nugnitude of the potential differs from that given by
themey [Whipple, i 977] which does not aecotmt for the
of the onld plasma. We show that the potential evolves as _e
hot and cold plasmas inu:a'nct [Singh, 1993].
2. The main feature of the evolution of the potential
distribution is the formation and propagation of the edectrostauc
shocks. We saw in run 2 that in the ab_mco of the hot plasma,
tim coun_ mq_a_ion of cold plasma in the flux tube
sets up coun_ ion beams, which last for a rcintively
long time in the central region. In contrast to this, the pot_atial
barriersetup by the hot plasmareflectsthe incomingplasma
flow on each sideof the centndlytrappedhotpla.mm. Inthe
early stage the cold plasmas do not penetrate into the central
region of the hot plasma, The reflection of ion beams sets up
amn_ on each side of the hot plasma. The shock
form_ion begins in the reflection region where beams are
relatively slow and the wm.m eleotrmas give a relatively large ion
acoustic speed. These two effects create the conditions for the
ion-ion instability (see run 2), and hence the shocks form.
3. The pmlmg_m of the shock extends the positive
p_al_byfl_p_ Lm_c_ from
where the hot #asma is _
4. As the shoe,ks ptmlmgam away from tim cemral region of
the flux robe, ira-ion _ty oeems in the outer rc_ons, as
desta-ibed m rtm 2. "l'lm comimmd effexas of the shoe,ks and the
vortexes set up by the instabiliwcreatem emended
dxsmbuuon, m which c_mtral r_on of the flux _
generally positive.
5 Tbe _ _ distribmiom help m trsppm$ mm_
coldplasma thanthatintherunwithoutthehotpla.mm. Tlm
trappmgoccursbyretardingtheinflowingloftsinthefluxmlm
Thus the fillingof the fluxtube with the cold plasma is
bythe _ of the eq_y trspped hot pin-_-'---
6. The plamm distribution ftmeaons resulting from the hot-
coldplasma mtm-'aCtlOnshow song muwestingfeatures,We
found that the pte_pitating ion beams and eletmmns, which are
leaving the simulation system, are energized by the plamm
_ occtmmg m the flux tube. This su_ests tlu_ tim hot-
cold plasma mtor_tion may eventually deposit some energy into
the topside ionospheae during the refilling of a plasmaspheaic
,qux tube.
7. The ion velocity distribution function in tim central
conmsts of a cold core and a halo of hot ions. In ti_
perpendicular velocity distribution, the hot ions appear as a ring
sum_ at a low perpendicular energy which aplxoxinmmly
corresponds to the maxtmum potential barrier setup by. the hm
t_iasma population. Such ring distribuaons can gm_ate waves
m thc freqtumcy, band flora the ion gyrofrequency to the lower
hybrid frequency [Lee and Bitttaall, 1979]. However, such
waves cannot be studied by. the oue-dimens/onal simulations
used in tim present work.
In view of the findings of this paper regarding the anomalous
effects of ion.beam-driven instabilities, a penimmt questio_ is
whether they are relevant to tbe refilling of plasmasphorie flux
tube. Since the ion beams are inherent to the early stage
refilling, the answ_ to this question is solidly yes. In vi_v of
thecrudenessinthetemporaland spatial resolution of the large-
scale refilling models, the most pertinent question is how m
include the effects of the instability m stmla models. At this
juncna_ the answer to this qtmstion is not ray clear, but we
know that it must be ckme by calculating anmnalons plasma
transport cuefficicats which can be includedinthela_o-statle
trmmmats. The beating of electrons and ions by the instability
can be includedthroughan anomalouscollimonfrequencylike
that for tofl-_'ycloll'on instability in tl_ auroral pl_mna [Gangnali
and Palmade.sso, 1987], but how to include tim e.ffect of ion and
electron trapping m potential structures set up by the ion-ion
instabilityrmnams a challenge, Even though the _mulations
.tnescnted here show that the anomalous effects enhan_ the flux
tutgrefilling,a quantitativecstimamoftheenlmacem_t inthe
refiUmg of an outer plasmasph_c flux _ must await the
inclusion of the anomalons effects m tl_ lingo.gale models.
The samulation with the ce_ually trapped hot plasma showed
that despite the potential barrier set up by the plasma, the cold
_onbeams do penetrateintothehot plasma region. This spatial
mixing generates unstable plasma velocity distributions (Figure
14b} which can drive waves, eventually mixing the hot and cold
piasmas m velocity space as well.
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Abstract
Mesoscale models for the plasmasphere refilling reveal that the expansion of the
ionospheric plasma into empty flux tubes during the early stage refilling produces highly
supersonic counterstreaming ion beams. Such beams are found to meet the conditions for the
instability of the electrostatic ion cyclotron (eic) waves in the equatorial plasmasphere. Since the
spatial scale of the eic wave instability is determined by the ion Larmor radius and the
corresponding time scale by the ion cyclotron period, it is unresolvable by the crude spatial and
temporal resolutions afforded by the mesoscale models. Thus the eic waves and the associated
microprocesses are missed out by the e,'dsting mesoscale refilling models based on the fluid and
semikinetic approaches. We propose here an algorithm for incorporating the effects of eic waves
on mesoscale plasma flow; the algorithm is based on the critical conditions for the eic instability.
When the relative drill of the counterstreamig ion beams exceeds a critical value, depending on
the beam temperatures, the excess momentum and energy are dissipated into thermal motion of
the ions, resulting in ion heating in the degree of freedom perpendicular to the ambient magnetic
field at the expense of the parallel ion drill. This leads to the creation of two distinct ion
populations consisting of field-aligned counterstreaming ions and perpendicularly heated warm
anisotropic ions trapped in the flux tube. The latter ions are created during the first few hours of
the refilling process primarily in the equatorial region, but eventually they spread out all over the
flux tube. Highly anisotropic ions are seen near the equator bv the virtue of being locally created
and trapped there. Estimates of the Coulomb collision time show that the warm anisotropic
oopulation 0,VAP) has a life time ranging from about i0 hours in the topside ionosphere to
several days in the equatorial region. Thus, once initially created during early stage refilling,
WAP ions become a common feature of the outer plasmasphere. The coexisting multiple ion
populations, consisting of anisotropic warm ions and the field-aligned counterstreaming flows,
have been observed from DE I on flux tubes undergoing refilling.
1. Introduction
Sincethe early work of Banks et al [1970], models have shown that highly supersonic
counterstreaming ion beams occur in the equatorial region during the early stage plasmasphedc
refilling after geomagnetic storms. This has been demonstrated further by both hydrodynamic and
semikinetic models [Singh et al, 1986; Rasmussen and Schunk, 1988; Singh, 1991; Wilson et al,
1992]. Following the work by Banks et al [1970], Schulz and Koons [1971] suggested that the
electrostatic ion cyclotron (eic) waves driven by the beams might be scattering the ions in pitch
angle, trapping them in the flux tube, and thereby contributing to the refilling process. Since the
self-consistent treatment of the eic wave excitation and the heating of ions by wave-particle
interactions in a mesoscale refilling model is a difficult task, the early suggestion of Schulz and
Koons [1972] did not get incorporated in the subsequent refilling models. The small-scale
simulations motivated by the refilling problem have been primarily limited to the parallel ion-
acoustic waves driven by the ion-ion interaction leading to the formation of electrostatic shocks
[Singh and Schunk, 1983; Singh et al, 1986; Singh and Leung, 1995]. The purpose of this paper
is to demonstrate that the eic wave instability driven by counterstreaming ion beams is distinctly
possible during early stage plasmaspheric refilling, and that when the effects of the waves are
properly included in a mesoscale model, the resulting ion populations consist of field-aligned
counterstreaming and warm anisotropic ions having remarkable similarities with those observed
from the DE ! satellite [Sojka et al, 1983].
One of the fascinating observations from DE 1 is the simultaneous observation of thermal
ion populations having quite different energy and pitch angle distributions [Sojka et al, 1983].
Such multiple ion populations are not limited to the equatorial region as discussed by Olsen et al
[1987] and Lin et al [1995], but they extend to quite high geomagnetic latitudes on flux tubes
from L ---3 to 8. As summarized by Sojka et al [1983], these populations are as follows: (1) a
thermal plasma (TP) population, which is isotropic and has a temperature between 1.5 and 3 eV.
This population is the main constituent of the outer plasmasphere; (2) a warm anisotropic plasma
(WAP) population with pitch angle distribution having a maximum at 90 ° and temperature
ranging from 5 to 20 e/_, and (3) a thermal field-aligned (TFA) population consisting of
counterstreaming beams in the vicinity of the ptasmapause, and beyond it the observed beams are
from the closest ionosphere only. With increasing L beyond the plasmapause region, the TP
population is progressively replaced by the TFA ions. So far the mechanisms for the creation of
this multi-population thermal plasma in the refilling region remain nearly unexplored. The
inclusion of the effects of eic waves during the early stage refilling reveals a possible mechanism
for generating the different coexisting ion populations. The eic waves also create a relatively
energetic ion population having perpendicular energies up to several tens ofeVwith a high degree
of thermal anisotropy as reported by Olsen [1981] and Olsen et al [1987]. These highly
anisotropic ions are tightly confined to the equatorial region, and they are created during the very
early stage of the onset of interpenetrating ion beams in the equatorial region.
Since the generation of waves by ion beams and subsequent wave-particle interactions are
micro-scale processes, they are generally missed out due to the relatively large spatial grid sizes
and time steps used in the mesoscale models. In this paper we describe a procedure to include the
effects of microprocesses driven by the ion beams on the evolution of the mesoscale plasma flow
during refilling. The basic paradigm behind our procedure is that the waves are driven when the
ion beams exceed the critical conditions on the relative beam velocity and temperatures. When
the mesoscale processes drive the beams away from the critical conditions toward instabilities, the
driven waves tend to restore the plasma to the critical conditions. This idea is similar to that of
Gary et al [1994] to determine the hot proton anisotropy by the critical condition for the proton
cyclotron instability in the magnetosphere. In the next section, we examine the instabilities driven
by ion-beam plasma systems. We show that during the early stage of the interpenetration of the
ionospheric ion beams, eic waves are the most likely waves to be driven. We describe the
procedure to implement the effects of this wave on the mesoscale plasma flow. Other possible
waves are not considered in this implementation for the sake of simplicity and also due to the lack
of a clear understanding about their effects on the mesoscale flow.
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The rest of the paperis organizedasfollows. In section2 we give a brief review of the
relevantinstabilities,andwe examineherewhetheror not the instabilityconditionsaremetduring
theearlystagerefilling. Section3 dealswith therecipefor includingtheeffectsof eiewavesin a
mesoscalemodel. Numericalresultsfrom the modelare presentedin section4. Conclusionsof
thepaperarediscussedin section5.
2. Plasma Instabilities in Counterstreaming Ion Beams
It will be useful to briefly review L_',e waves and instabilities which occur in
counterstreaming ion beams before we apply :hem to a mesoscale model. In a plasma with
counterstreaming ion beams the waves are driven by electron-ion (e-i) and ion-ion (i-i)
interactions [e.g., see McKee, 1972; Yujita et al. !977; Singh, 1978]. The acoustic waves driven
by the e-i interaction leads to electron heating [D_,idson, 1972; Singh and Leung, 1995]. On the
other hand, the major effect of the waves driven by i-i interactions is the modification in the ion
flow [McKee, 1970].
Depending on the parameters of the piasma, the i-i interaction is likely to drive two wave
modes, which are the i-i acoustic waves ancl the electrostatic ion-cyclotron (eic) waves [Foote
and Kulsrud, 1981]. For symmetric counterstre_,_ming ion beams with beam velocities +_Vb, ion
thermal velocity Vto = (k s Ti/mi) 1/2 , and nondriRing background electrons with a temperature
T_, a summary of the marginal stability condition is as follows. Note that k s is the Boltzmarm
constant, T, is the ion temperature, and m z is its mass. Figure 1 shows the marginal stability
condition in the (77,./T_) -(V b/Feb ) plane. For I<_,/Vtb < 1.3, the system is stable for all values
of T,/T e. When 1.3 <_Vb/Vtb <2.1, the i-i acoustic waves propagating parallel to the beam
velocity (I},ll B_) are dominant and (T,/To) c increases with increasing (_/Vtb ). For
2. I_</<_/t'_b <-4.2, the oblique i-i acoustic waves propagating at an angle O= cos -t (2.1 Vet,/V b)
are dominant and the (T,/Te) c remains constant at -0.3. When Vb/Vtb >4.2, the eic waves
dominate and the critical temperature rises with increasing Vb.
Let us now examine if the above instability conditions are met during the early stage of
refilling. For this purpose we used a mesoscale refilling model based on a semikinetic code in
which ions are treated kinetically while electrons are assumed to be a massless fluid with a
constant temperature [Wilson et al, 1992; Smgh et al, 1994]. The latter assumption yields that
the electrons obey the Boltzmann law. The geometry of the flux tube undergoing refilling is
shown in Figure 2. We model a flux tube covering geomagnetic latitudes from 2 = 2 o in the
northern hemisphere to 2. =-2 o in the southern hemisphere. We measure distances along the
magneticfield line from S = 0 at 2, = ko, and it increases with decreasing 2. The magnetic
field in the flux tube varies with 2 according to the dipolar field.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the outflow of plasma from the conjugate ionospheres
into an initially empty flux tube without any wave-particle interactions. This figure shows tl_
phase space plot of the flow of H + ions in the S-VII plane. We have considered the refilling of
an initially empty flux tube with L = 4, and the ionospheric boundaries at 2 o = 57.5"* with the
corresponding altitude of the boundaries at 1000/an. The main feature of the ionospheric
outflow is that counterstreaming of ions begins in the equatorial region at about t = 15 minutes,
and it progressively spreads all over the flux tube. In order to examine the instability criteria, bulk
properties of the individual ion beams are calculated. Figure 4 shows the properties of the flow
coming out from the northern hemisphere (2. >0) at t=30 minutes. Figure 4a shows the
latitudinal distribution of the average flow velocity normalized to the ion thermal velocity in the
ionosphere given by Va, = (kBTO/mi) !/2 , where m_. is the H ÷ mass and To is the ionospheric
plasma temperature. Note that the electron and ion temperatures in the ionosphere are assumed
to be the same, that is _ = Te = TO . Figure 4b shows the evolution of the ion beam temperature
( T  To) as a function of 2 for the beam originating from the northern ionosphere. Figures 4a
and 4b also hold good for the flow coming out of the southern hemisphere by replacing A, with
-2. Since the instability requirements involve Vb normalized to the local beam thermal velocity
Va,, we have r_lotted the normalized velocity V/, /Vtt in Figure 4c, where local thermal velocity
Vtt(2 ) = (kBT/mT.) 1/2 = Vtt,. The use of Vtt emphasizes that the Va_ varies with the geomagnetic
latitude according to the beam temperature T in Figure 4b. We note from Figure 4b that the beam
temperature in the equatorial region decreases to a value as low as _0.2 TO, which yields an
electron to ion temperature ratio Ti / Te -_-0.2. Such low beam temperatures may be conducive to
the i-i acoustic instability, but the beams are too fast for this mode to dominate [Foote and
Kulsrud, 1981]. We note from Figure 4c that Vb/l,"tt - 10 in the equatorial region. We also
point out that during the early time interval from t = 15 to t = 30 minutes, the normalized beam
velocity can be as large as Vb/Vte - 30 in the equatorial region where the beams interpenetrate.
The horizontal broken line in Figure4c showsthe minimum critical ion beamvelocity above
which the eic instability occurs. In view of Figures 1 and 4c, we find that the fast ion beams can
easily drive the eic mode in the equatorial region, and at the same time they are too fast for the i-i
acoustic mode to dominate. In this paper we limit ourselves to examine the effect of the eic
waves on the refilling plasma. The major effect of this wave is perpendicular ion heating because
E± >> Ell where Ea. and Ell are the wave electric field components perpendicular and parallel
to the ambient magnetic field, respectively. We do not include here the subsequent phase of
oblique i-i acoustic waves when the ion beams slow down to the critical condition for the eic
instability. A major reason for limiting this study to eic waves is that at present we do not
rigorously understand how the ener_ in excess of that given by the critical instability conditions
for the oblique i-i acoustic waves is partitioned in parallel and perpendicular heating of ions. For
this purpose a separate study based on multidimensional small-scale particle simulation is needed
to quantify the partition of the energy before the wave effects are rigorously included in a
mesoscale model. The previous simulation study on oblique acoustic waves driven by ion beams
by Forslund and Shonk [ 1970] does not include an ambient magnetic field, which has important
effects when the transition from the eic to i-i oblique acoustic wave instability occurs.
3. Recipe for Anomalous Plasma Effects
During the early stage of the refilling, the ions are continually accelerated by the large-
scale process of plasma expansion [Singh and Schunk, 1983], while the instabilities tend to slow
and thermalize them. Thus, the problem of plasma instability during the refilling process is not an
initial value problem; it is a continually driven system. However, the driving force in the form of a
pressure difference between the ionosphere and the equator diminishes as the flux tube refills. If
the instability(ies) is (are) fast enough, the plasma flow is kept near the marginally stable
conditions. The time step (d t) used in advancing solutions in large-scale models is generally so
large (several seconds) that the instabilities are sufficiemlv fast to keep the plasma near the
marginal stability at the time scale of _ d t. In this sense, t/le asymptotic state of the plasma
from the instability standpoint is known in advance; it is the marginally stable state for the
dominant instability. Therefore, a recipe for including the anomalous plasma effects in large-scale
models can be devised as follows. When the macroscopic forces drive the plasma away from the
marginal stability toward an instability, we know exactly the amount of momentum that has to be
lost from the counterstreaming flows, and also the amount of kinetic drift energy that is available
to be converted into thermal energy through the instability process. Of course, the degree of
freedom into which the thermal energy goes, i.e., into heating parallel and/or perpendicular to the
ambient magnetic field, depends on the instabilities. For the eic waves which dominate for
Vb > 4.2 Vtb, perpendicular ion heating is of primary importance. A recipe for including the
effects of eic waves in the form of perpendicular ion heating in a mesoscale plasma flow is as
follows.
If the flow velocity is Vb(x,t ) at a given location x and time t, the momentum loss by
the instability process on a per particle basis is given by
AM=_'(Vb(x,t)-Vcrit) Vb(x,t)>Vcm
where //'_t is the velocity above which an instability occurs. If we allow this momentum loss to
occur over the entire time step A t used in a large-scale model, the rate of momentum change
due to the waves is
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The corresponding heating rate is given by
f_(x,t) >-Vcnt (1)
Vb (x, t) < Vcnt
( 6T!)w {1__.!_ ,,t 2 V 2=_2k_ _ff; (x,t)- _) , vb>v_, (2)
dt L 0 , gb <V_,
where Tj. is the perpendicular ion temperature. The above expressions for the momentum and
energy change are easily adaptable in mesoscale models based on plasma transport equations
[Singh, 1991] and also in semikinetic models based on a PIC code [Wilson et al, 1992].
The recipe for the anomalous effects given above is similar to that used by Ganguli and
Palmadesso [1987] for the current driven instability in the auroral plasma. It is worth mentioning
again that the momentum and energy change implied by equations (1) and (2) may occur at a
much faster rate over a time r_ << A t. However, the time constant rw determined by the wave
process is not known and it is difficult to estimate it. Fortunately, its knowledge is not essential
for the calculations; the momentum and energy changes can be spread over the time step of the
mesoscale model, as implied by equations (1) and (2), without impacting the mesoscate behavior.
The above orocedure for including anomalous piasma effects in the mesoscale model based on the
critical conditions for the eic instability is conceptually similar to that used by Ga_ et at [1994] to
determine the hot proton anisotropy by the marginal condition tbr the proton cyclotron instability
in different regions of the magnetosphere.
We have implemented the above scheme in a semikinetic PIC code [Wilson et al, 1992;
Singh et al, I994]. The implementation is done as tbllows. First we check for the occurrence of
counterstreaming ion beams. Once counterstreaming occurs we check for the instability
conditions. The instability, conditions tbr the eic waves is graphically given by the linear portion
of the curve for Vb > 4.2 Vtb in Figure I. This graphical resuit is implemented by approximating it
by the following analytical expression:
(_ / Te) e ---0.3+0.13 (Vb/V,5 -4.2) (3)
where (_ / Te) e denotes the critical electron to ion temperature ratio for the eic instability
If the instability conditions are met, the momentum and energy in excess of the critical
beam velocity are dissipated. The excess momentum is lost by slowing down ions in a random
fashion and the excess energy is dissipated by invoking a perpendicular heating for the ions. The
heating is also implemented in a random fashion as described by Brawn et al [1991]. Whether an
ion receives perpendicular energy depends on the probability density function given by
p(A w±)- 1 exp[_l/2(Awlcr)2 ] (4)
2x cr
where A w. is the impulse of energy given to a H + macroparticle in the degree of freedom
perpendicular to the magnetic field. In implementing this scheme, a random number/?n is chosen
from a uniform distribution from 0 to 1 for each H + macroparticle in spatial region where the
plasma conditions exceed the instability. This number is compared against the cumulative
probability associated with the above probability density and when the latter exceeds Rn, the
d w3_. Brown et al [ 1991 ] showed that the above schemeenergy of the particle is increased by
gives a heating rate given by
o r,
- o / 1.14 A t (5)
Ot
where A t is the time step used in advancing the motion of the H + macroparticle.
in combination with equation (2) defines the heating parameter cr used in (4).
Equation (5)
4. Numerical Results
The effects of the eic wave heating on the evolution of the plasma in the flux tube (L = 4)
is shown in Figure 5. Like in Figure 3, the lef_ hand panel &Figure 5 shows the phase space plots
in the S-VII plane. The right-hand panel of Figure 5 shows the evolution of the ions in the
S-I,"1 plane. The ion beams coming from the opposite directions begin to interpenetrate at the
equator at about t- 0.25 hour. When the counterstreaming ion beams exceed the marginal
condition for the generation of eic waves as given by equation (3) derived from Figure 1, we
invoke ion heating perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. The phase space plots at t = 30
minutes show the effects of this heating. The heated ions first appear near the equator and they
progressively spread all over the flux tube. In terms of the parallel velocity distribution, the
heated ions occupy nearly the entire velocity range between the counterstreaming ion beams. This
feature of the parallel velocity distribution is the consequence of the following two factors. One is
that on the average the relative drit_ velocity between the counterstreaming ion beams decreases
as the perpendicular heating occurs. A check on the energy conservation shows that the total
energy, consisting of the parallel and perpendicular energies, before and after the implementation
of the perpendicular heating remains the same. This simply implies that the gain in perpendicular
energy is at the expense of the parallel energy. The other factor for the spread in the parallel
velocity distribution is that when the perpendicularly heated ions move into the opposite
hemisphere, they progressively slow down by the mirror force. Ions having large perpendicular
energies mirror close to the equator and tend to fill the velocity region near VII -_-0, while those
having progressively smaller perpendicular energies travel farther towards the ionospheric
boundaries. Some of these ions are lost from the ends of the flux tube while others mirror back.
Thus even though the heating occurs primarily in the equatorial region where the eic instability
conditions are easily met, the perpendicularly heated ions spread all over the flux tube producing a
warm anisotropic population.
The total number of heated ions trapped in the flux tube saturates in about 4 hours,
implying the cessation of the loss of the heated ions through the ends of the flux tube. The
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heatingterminatesevenearlierat F - t hour when the average beam velocity reaches the critical
velocity depending on the local temperature of the ion beams. ,After the trapping of the heated
ions in the flux tube, the plasma in the flux tube evolves ever so slowly.
The phase space plots for t > 1 hour in Figure 5 show that there are two distinct plasma
populations all over the flux tube. One is the counterstreaming field-aligned flowing ions, which
are quite cold in the perpendicular degree of freedom. The perpendicular velocities of such ions
evolves adiabatically. In the S-V.L plots these ions appear as a dark thin band near Vj_- 0.
These field-aligned flowing ions are analogous to the TFA population observed by Sojka et al
[1983]. The other population, as already mentioned, consists of the warm anisotropic ions. Such
ions extend all along the flux tube and they are analogous to the WAP population reported by
Sojka et al [1983]. The anisotropic ions having the largest perpendicular energies occur near the
equator, where maximum perpendicular velocity V±max-20VtH giving a maximum
perpendicular energy W_Lmax = 200 kT o . If we assume To = 0.3 eV, the heated ions are expected
to have energies _<60 eV. These equatorially trapped ions appear as a spatial peak near 2 -_-0 in
the S- Vj. phase space for t > 2 hours in Figure 5. However, the number of such ions is quite
small compared to that in the field-aligned flow. We note that the warm ions having such
relatively large perpendicular energies are created at the expense of the parallel energies of the
field-aligned ions, which are the forerunners in the expanding ionospheric plasma in the initially
empty flux tube, and have relatively large parallel energies during the very early stage of the
refilling at times from 15 to 30 minutes. The equatorially trapped ions with relatively large
energies are analogous to the anisotropic ion population reported by Olsen [1981] and Olsen et al
[1987].
The distribution functions of the ions in the equatorial region are shown in Figures 6a and
6b. The perpendicular velocity distribution F(V±) shows a cold core and a warm ion population
as discussed above. The parallel distribution in Figure 6a shows the field-aligned beams, but the
velocity space between the beams appear to be filled. The average beam velocity turns out to be
about +4 Vtn. This usual format of presenting the distribution function is somewhat misleading
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in showingthe real nature of the ion beams. In order to reveal the parallel velocity distribution
functions of the beams clearly, we have plotted in Figure 7a the distribution of ions in the VII- Va.
plane. We see from this figure that there are two distinct ion populations and the
counterstreaming ion beams remain distinctly separate, unlike the merging shown in Figure 6a.
Figure 7 also shows the WAP population. The appearance of merging in Figure 6a is caused by
the warm ions having low parallel velocities including VII __--0. As seen from Figure 7a, the warm
ions have the largest perpendicular velocities when VII - 0. These ions are found to be trapped in
the equatorial region appearing as a spatially peaked distribution near A = 0 in the S- V I" phase
space in Figure 5 for t > 2 hours. At earlier times the equatorially peaked distribution is not so
clear because heated ions are still in the process of being lost. ,_d_er this process is completed,
loss cones clearly appear as seen from Figure 7a. In view of their small parallel and relatively
large perpendicular velocities, these equatorially trapped ions are highly anisotropic and appear as
the trapped ions observed from SCATHA and DE 1 satellites [Olsen, 1981; Olsen et al, 1987].
Our simulation shows that the warm anisotropic ions are not necessarily confined to the
equatorial region as seen from Figures 7b and 7c which show the ions in the VII- V[ plane in the
off-equatorial regions. However, those confined in the equatorial region show the strongest
anisotropy as emphasized by Olsen el al [1987]. We also see from Figure 7a that regions near
VII - 0 and V± ~ 0 are virtually unpopulated. Since the gyrophase can be uniformly distributed
between 0 and 2_-, the actual distribution of" the WAP population is a toroid, but somewhat
extended along Vu and distinctly having a loss cone. Ring distributions observed by satellites are
a special case of the toroid.
The features of the ion distributions in the VII- V.[ plane in the off-equatorial regions
shown in Figures 7b and 7c reveal that the counterstreaming ion beams progressively tend to
merge as the geomagnetic latitude A increases, and that the WAP ions have relatively less
perpendicular energies (velocities) compared to that in the equatorial region.
The results presented above are for a flux tube with L = 4. We found an identical
evolution of plasma for a flux tube with L = 6, except for some delay when the ion beams
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originating from the conjugate ionospheres begin to interpenetrate. This is merely associated with
the transit rime of the beams from the topside ionosphere to the equator.
Flux Tube Refilling: The accumulation of plasma in the flux tube including the eic wave heating
is shown in Figure 8. It is seen that the refilling saturates by the time t- 4 hours, when the
equatorial density has built up to n -- 4 x 10 -2 n o It has been shown previously by Wilson et al
[1992] that in the absence of any heating and cotlisional effects the refilling saturates in a few
hours essentially determined by the transit time of the ions from one end of the flux tube to the
other. The inclusion of the eic wave heating also leads to a saturation in the refilling in a few
hours depending on the transit of the heated ions from the equatorial region to the ends of the flux
tube. For the flux tube with L = 4, the saturation occurred in about 4 hours. However, we find
that the heating and consequent trapping of ions in the flux tube leads to significantly higher
densities mostly in the equatorial region of the flux tube. The comparison between the density
profiles for the cases with and without the eic waves is shown in Figure 9 for t = 4 hours.
Without the heating the saturated equatorial density is 1.6 x lO-2no, and with the heating it is
increased to about 4 x 10-2no . If we assume no _. 103cm -2 , these densities translate to 16 cm -3
to 40 cm -3 for the cases with and without the eic wave heating, respectively.
In the present paper we have not included collisional effects as previously done by Wilson
et al [1992]. 1"he ion-ion Coulomb collisions are found to trap the field-aligned flowing ions in
the flux tube, keeping the density continually increasing until the refilling saturates in about a day.
The effects of collisions on the refilling including the eic wave effects will be addressed later in a
separate paper. However, we do discuss here some expected consequences of ion-ion Coulomb
collisions. The collisions are much more effective when ion densities are higher and the ion
energies are smaller. For a H + plasma, the ion-ion collision frequency v _--_8 x lO-7ngr'3/2s -1
where n is the plasma density in cm -3 and W is the total ion energy in eV. For the WAP ions,
a typical energy is 10 eV and assuming that n _---1O0 cm -3 near the ionospheric ends of the flux
tube, we have v =2.5x 10-'6s -! and the collision time r = 1/v = 11 hours. If we had chosen
W = 20 eV, keeping the density the same, r = 20 hours. This implies that the WAP ions once
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generatedcanlastnearlyup to aboutonedayin theoff-equatorialregion. In the equatorialregion
wheredensitiesarelower andenergiesarehigher, the life time of the WAP ions increases.For
example,if wechosetheequatorialdensity 40 cm -3 (Figure 8) and the maximum energy seen in
the simulation which is 60 eV, the life time of the equatorially trapped ions is more than 10
days. This simply implies that once created during the early stage refilling, trapped ions become
nearly a permanent feature of the equatorial region, unless they are convected away during the
geomagnetic storms which deplete the outer plasmasphere. If the flux tube refills from bottom to
top by the Coulomb collisions as suggested by Wilson et al [1992], the increase in density should
isotropize the WAD ions at the time scale of the refilling at high latitudes, but the equatorially
trapped ions must persist much longer because of the relatively low equatorial density.
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5. Conclusion and Discussion
The main aim of this paper is to incorporate the effects of ion beam-driven waves on the
mesoscale evolution of plasma in a refilling outer piasmaspheric flux tube. The counterstreaming
ion beams are the result of the expansion of the cold plasma from the conjugate ionospheres.
A/though the beams may excite several waves such as e-i and i-i acoustic waves and i-i eic waves,
we have limited this study to the eic waves. The reason being that when highly supersonic ion
beams begin to interpenetrate in the equatorial region of a flux tube, they are fast enough to excite
eic waves and too fast for i-i acoustic modes. Therefore, so far as i-i interaction is concerned, the
eic wave instability dominates during the early stage of the ion beam interpenetration. The
subsequent phase of i-i oblique ion acoustic instability after the beams are slowed down is not
included in this paper. The e-i interaction leads to electron heating. In the semikinetic model
used here, electrons are assumed to obey the Boltzmann law and such heating is ignored. The eic
interaction driven by the fast ion beams causes a perpendicular heating of ions. The heating leads
to the generation of a warm anisotropic ion population, which first appears in the equatorial
region and subsequently spreads all over the flux tube. In a narrow equatorial region the
perpendicularly heated ions may have energies up to several tens of eV and they are highly
anisotropic and locally trapped. The generation of the warm anisotropic ions significantly
increases the equatorial plasma density.
Satellite observations show that equatorially trapped ions with large temperature
anisotropies T± >> _ commonly occur in the equatorial region [Olsen, 1981; Olsen et al, 1987].
A common explanation for the creation of such ions is perpendicular ion heating by waves driven
by a tenuous hot plasma component. A commonly suggested wave mode is the fast magnetosonic
wave which occurs at frequencies between the proton cyclotron frequency and the lower hybrid
frequency [Curtis, 1985; Olsen et al, 1987]. However, a difficulty with this heating mechanism is
that the cold ions do not resonate with the fast waves driven by the hot protons. We have shown
here that the initially fast ion beams during the early stage of the refilling are a potential source of
free energy for generating the equatorially trapped ions. These fast ions are the forerunners in the
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expanding plasmas from the conjugate ionospheres into the initially empty flux tube [Singh and
Schunk, 1983]. Such fast ions drive eic waves, which heats the beam ions perpendicularly. This
heating leads to the generation of the anisotropic warm population (WAP) of ions all over the flux
tube, but the highly anisotorpic ions are confined to the equator. The non-equatorial WAP
population in the region of relatively large plasma densities are subject to i-i Coulomb collisions
and therefore may be eventually isotropized in several hours. On the other hand, the equatorially
trapped ions are likely to isotropize in a much longer time due to (1) low equatorial density, and
(2) the equatorial ions have the largest energies making Coulomb collisions less effective. In a
future study such collisional effects will be rigorously examined by including them in the
mesoscale model.
The observation of highly anisotropic trapped ions pertain to the equatorial region [Olsen
et al, 1987]. On the other hand, the observation reported by Sojka et al [1983] revealed that the
occurrence of anisotropic warm ions with pitch angle distribution peaking at 90 ° is also common
in off-equatorial region on L shells ranging from that for the outer plasmasphere to that for the
depleted magnetosphere. Specifically they reported that such warm anisotropic ions occur along
with a thermal isotropic population inward of the plasmapause and outward they occur with field-
aligned ion beams. It was found that as the satellite moved outward, the counterstreaming ion
beams gave way to single beams coming from the closest ionosphere. Our simulation presented
here corresponds to the situation just outside the of the plasmapause. In the simulations,
singlestreaming ion beams are seen for relatively short duration which range from 1/2 to 1 hour as
L increases from 4 to 6. On the other hand, the double streaming lasts for a relatively long time.
Furthermore, in our simulations the doublestreaming is a prerequisite for the generation of warm
anisotropic ions because the eic waves occur when the ion beams originating from the conjugate
ionosphere begin to interpenetrate. Since singiestreaming is easily observed, it must be lasting
over a fairly long time. This implies additional equatorial processes which are not included in the
model. Such a process may be a continual loss of plasma from the flux tube from the equatorial
region in the inner magnetosphere.
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A continuedrefilling from bottom to top dueto collision effects [Wilson et al, 1992] is
likely to convert the relatively low energy field-aligned ions in a thermalized population, leaving
the relatively more energetic WAP ions anisotropic. This suggests the production of the
combination of TP and WAP ions observed on considerably filled flux tubes [Sofia et al, 1983].
However, this remains to be rigorously modeled.
Our present model reveals a mechanism of creating the warm anisotropic plasma all along
the flux tube. We reiterate that such ions are generated primarily in the equatorial region and
subsequently they spread all over the flux tube by the field-aligned flow. Further evolution of the
WAP population due to Coulomb collisions will be the subject of a future study. But simple
calculations based on Coulomb collision time show that the WAP ions created during the early
stage refilling last for a sufficiently long time to be easily observable. Their life time ranges from
about 10 hours at high latitudes to several days in the equatorial region.
Acknowledgment: This work was supported by NASA grant NAGW-2128, and NSF grant
ATM 9301024.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:
Fig. 1. Marginal stability diagram for symmetric counterstreaming ion beams (see insert) in a
plasma with a magnetic field. _b is the beam thermal velocity. For Vb /4_ V,, _; 3 the i-i
acoustic mode dominates and for Vb /42 Vtb > 3 the eic mode dominates.
Fig. 2. Geometry of the mesoscale model. A flux tube with dipolar magnetic field is simulated
from2 =-20 to 2 =2 0 . The distance S is measured fromS=0 at 3. =3.oto S=Smx
at 3. =-2 0 .
Fig. 3. Evolution of ion flow in a flux tube with L = 4. Phase space plots in the S-Vtt plane at
some selected times. S is the distance from the northern hemispheric boundary at
3. = 2 o = 575 ° .
Fig. 4. Beam velocity and temperature distributions along the flux tube for the beam originating
from the northern ionosphere. (a) Beam velocity normalized to the thermal velocity
Va4 = (k B To/mi) u2 . (b) Parallel temperature. (c) Beam velocity normalized to the local thermal
velocity Vtt =(kBT/rr_') 1/2. Note the large beam velocities relative to Vtt in the equatorial
region.
Fig. 5. Evolution of ion flow with eic wave heating. Lett and right hand columns show the
S- VII and S-Vt" phase space at some selected times. Note the appearance of perpendicularly
heated ions in the equatorial region at early times t _<30 minutes, and their subsequent spread all
over the flux tube.
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Fig. 6. Velocity distribution functionsin the equatorialregion (13, [< 10°) at t =4 hours. (a)
F(VIt ) and (b) F(V±) The perpendicular distribution shows two distinct populations, a cold
core and a warm component.
Fig. 7. Distribution of equatorial ions in the V± -Vii plane. (a) 2 I< 10°. Note the presence of
beam ions, a warm anisotropic population, and a loss cone. (b) 30°<3, <45 ° ,
(c) 45°< 3, < 57.5 ° . Note the merging &the ion beams in (c).
Fig. 8. Evolution of ion density profile as a consequence of flux tube refilling. Note that the
refilling saturates in a few hours.
Fig. 9. Comparison of the saturated density profiles with and without the eic wave heating. The
eic wave heating leads to a higher equatorial density.
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